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Executive Summary 
This report has been prepared to assist Plymouth City Council in the preparation of 

forthcoming policy on retailing in local and district centres.  The Study will form the basis of 

the Shopping Centres SPD and will be used to inform the Sustainable Neighbourhoods DPD, 

Urban Fringe DPD as well as the Derriford and Seaton AAP and ultimately any future review 

of the Core Strategy.   

 

The report examines the vitality and viability of the network of district and local centres in 

Plymouth including consideration of their function, gaps in provision and opportunities for 

intervention.  It builds upon previous retail-based evidence commissioned by the Council and 

is consistent with the most up to date national policy advice in PPS4 and the Council’s 

adopted Core Strategy.       

 

Cushman & Wakefield completed the field work for a selection of the identified district and 

local centres.  All other centres were studied by officers at the City Council.  A proforma was 

prepared for each centre detailing the diversity of uses, quantum of floorspace, retailer 

representation, accessibility, environmental quality and capacity for growth or change.  The 

performance of each centre over time was also considered.     

 

The current network of district centres demonstrates a relatively well distributed pattern 

across the urban area.  However, there are gaps to the north and west of the urban area 

which, in accordance with Core Strategy would be addressed through two new District 

Centres at Derriford and Weston Mill.  

 

There is also a relatively well distributed network of local centres across the urban area.  

There are potentially several gaps, although when existing and planned district centres (and 

other out-of-centre food retailing) are taken into account, these gaps are less apparent.  The 

density of local centres is greatest within the historic centre of the urban area.  There are 

potentially areas within the ‘urban fringe’ where local retailing provision may be underprovided 

in a spatial sense.  The report considers that there are a number of local centres that are 

potentially too small in scale, disparate, and/or limited in offer to represent a local centre 

designation.     

 

The report makes a number of policy observations in relation to the existing retail hierarchy, 

although it is considered that the forthcoming SPD is not an appropriate policy document to 

make amendments to the retail hierarchy.  It also suggests changes to centre boundaries, 

shopping frontages and identifies future development opportunities.   
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There are a number of district centres where the role and function should be enhanced.  In 

particular, there is a concern that the diversity of uses in some district centres is dominated by 

a foodstore with several small retailing units and the Council should enhance the range of 

uses.  The report concurs with the need for two new district centres at Derriford and Weston 

Mill, although it notes that it will be crucial to ensure that other services are provided at these 

new centres to ensure sustainable patterns of development.  In addition, the trading effect on 

the existing shopping centre hierarchy will need to be fully monitored and carefully managed. 

 

The report also notes that the district centre of St Budeaux is showing signs of decline.  St 

Budeaux does not benefit from a significantly sized or modern foodstore.  There is potentially 

an opportunity to assemble a parcel of land which could be allocated for a retail-led mixed-

use development and would provide an opportunity to create a larger and more modern 

foodstore ‘anchor’ for the centre which may be important in relation to a new centre at Weston 

Mill.  If this cannot be delivered it may be prudent for the Council to manage any decline as a 

policy option.  In Mutley Plain, there is an issue of long standing first floor vacancies, which 

should be monitored and measures taken to encourage their use.     

 

In respect of the local centres, it will be important, ahead of any potential reclassification (or 

designation as ‘Neighbourhood Centres’), that the spatial distribution of these centres is 

carefully considered to ensure that there are no significant new gaps in local shopping 

provision.  It will also be important to consider the implications of the new ‘community hub’ at 

North Prospect Local Centre as well as to understand the distinction between local and 

neighbourhood centres.      
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1. Introduction & Purpose of the Study 
 

1.1 This Study will form the basis of the Shopping Centres SPD and will be used to 

inform the Sustainable Neighbourhoods DPD, Urban Fringe DPD as well as the 

Derriford and Seaton AAP and ultimately any future review of the Core Strategy.  This 

work will also be provided in such a manner that can be usefully used to support any 

Plymouth Shopping Study update. 

 

1.2 The study comments on the existing network of District, Local and other centres 

identified within the administrative area.  It also advises on the overall strategy for this 

network of centres in accordance with the provisions of PPS4. 

 

1.3 The study examines Plymouth’s District / Local Centres, in such a way as to provide:  

 

• a healthcheck of their vitality and viability as set out in PPS4; 

• an indication of key commercial factors which affect their success such as 

catchment; and 

• consideration of the function of the centre and opportunities for intervention.   

 

1.4 Cushman & Wakefield assessed a sample of district and local centres.  The 

remainder of the centres were reviewed by Council officers using an agreed method 

of assessment. The assessment method accords with previous monitoring data and 

allows the City Council to continue to monitor the health of the centres on a regular 

and consistent basis. 

 

1.5 Having regard to all of the appraisals, the study considers findings within the context 

of the assessment of local facilities in the Sustainable Neighbourhoods Assessments 

and other available commercial data sources, to add a commercial dimension to the 

analysis in those documents, and drawing from other relevant information contained 

therein as necessary (e.g. residential catchments). 

 

1.6 The study provides a broad understanding of how the City's district centres function 

and relate to each other (as well as the City Centre and other significant out of centre 

retailing), commenting on how well they match the City's retail needs, and 

commenting on any quantitative and qualitative gaps.  It advises on appropriate 

boundary definitions having regard to national policy guidance. 

 

1.7 In respect of detailed District Centre issues, the study comments on the importance of 

a new Derriford District Centre to the pattern of shopping in northern Plymouth, and to 
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the pattern / hierarchy of district centres as concentrations of local facilities in the 

round.  It considers the potential policy impact of a much expanded Tesco at Transit 

Way and the potential for a large supermarket at Derriford.  The study also considers 

the provision of a new centre at Weston Mill having regard to previous retail studies 

prepared for the City Council. 
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2. Planning Policy Context 
 

2.1 The extant strategic planning policy framework for Plymouth comprises the Core 

Strategy; Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG10) published in 

September 2001until abolished by primary legislation and the Devon Structure Plan 

2001-2016 adopted in October 2004.  In turn, these documents sit beneath the 

Government’s national retail planning policies set out in PPS6 (March 2005), whilst 

new development plan documents are formulated against the requirements set out in 

PPS12 (June 2008).  We summarise the relevant parts of the following documents in 

this Section: 

 

• Planning Policy Statement 4 

• Planning Policy Statement 12 

• Devon Structure Plan 

• Plymouth City Council Core Strategy 

• Derriford & Seaton Area Action Plan (Issues and Preferred Options) 

 

Other material considerations include draft versions of:  

 

• Sustainable Neighbourhoods DPD 

• Urban Fringe DPD 

 

Planning Policy Statement 4 
2.2 The Government has published a new Planning Policy Statement which combines 

elements of other policy statements where these relate to primarily economic 

objectives, most notably PPG4 and PPS6.  The policies set out in PPS4 should be 

taken into account by local planning authorities in the preparation of local 

development documents such as the Derriford and Seaton AAP. 

 

2.3 The Government’s objectives are stated to include: 

 Achieve sustainable economic growth; 

 Build prosperous communities by improving the economic performance of 

cities, towns, regions, sub-regions and local areas; 

 Deliver more sustainable patterns of development; 

 Improve accessibility; 

 Promote vitality and viability of town and other centres; 

 Promote social inclusion. 
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2.4 Policies EC1 to EC10 set out the plan making policies.  EC1.1 requires local 

authorities to prepare and maintain a robust evidence base which is proportionate to 

the scale of the issue. 

 

2.5 EC1.3 states that the evidence base should assess the need for additional floorspace 

for all main town centre uses; identify any deficiencies in the floorspace provision as 

well as any deficiencies in the provision of local convenience shopping and other 

facilities which serve people’s day-to-day needs; and identify opportunities to remedy 

such deficiencies, such as through a new centre of local importance. 

 

2.6 Policy EC3 considers local authorities responsibilities in planning for centres.  It 

encourages authorities to: 

 

a. set flexible policies for their centres which are able to respond to changing 

economic circumstances and encourage, where appropriate, high-density 

development accessible by public transport, walking and cycling; 

 

b. define a network (the pattern of provision of centres) and hierarchy (the role and 

relationship of centres in the network) of centres that is resilient to anticipated future 

economic changes, to meet the needs of their catchments having: 

 

i. made choices about which centres will accommodate any identified need 

for growth in town centre uses, considering their expansion where necessary, 

taking into account the need to avoid an over concentration of growth in 

centres. Identified deficiencies in the network of centres should be addressed 

by promoting centres to function at a higher level in the hierarchy or 

designating new centres where necessary, giving priority to deprived areas 

which are experiencing significant levels of ‘multiple deprivation’ where there 

is a need for better access to services, facilities and employment by socially 

excluded groups; 

 

ii. ensured any extensions to centres are carefully integrated with the existing 

centre in terms of design including the need to allow easy pedestrian access;  

 

iii. where existing centres are in decline, considered the scope for 

consolidating and strengthening these centres by seeking to focus a wider 

range of services there, promoting the diversification of uses and improving 

the environment;  
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iv. where reversing decline in existing centres is not possible, considered 

reclassifying the centre at a lower level within the hierarchy of centres, 

reflecting this revised status in the policies applied to the area. This may 

include allowing retail units to change to other uses, whilst aiming, wherever 

possible, to retain opportunities for vital local services; 

 

c. at the local level, define the extent of the centre and the primary shopping area in 

their Adopted Proposals Map having considered distinguishing between realistically 

defined primary and secondary frontages in designated centres and set policies that 

make clear which uses will be permitted in such locations; 

 

d. at the local level, consider setting floorspace thresholds for the scale of edge-of 

centre and out-of-centre development which should be subject to an impact 

assessment under (EC16.1) and specify the geographic areas these thresholds will 

apply to; 

 

e. define any locally important impacts on centres which should be tested (see 

policy EC16.1.f); 

 

f. at the local level, encourage residential or office development above ground floor 

retail, leisure or other facilities within centres, ensuring that housing in out-of-centre 

mixed-use developments is not, in itself, used as a reason to justify additional 

floorspace for main town centre uses in such locations; 

 

g. at the local level, identify sites or buildings within existing centres suitable for 

development, conversion or change of use; 

 

h. at the local level, use tools such as local development orders, area action plans, 

compulsory purchase orders and town centre strategies to address the transport, land 

assembly, crime prevention, planning and design issues associated with the growth 

and management of their centres. 

 

2.7 Policy EC4 encourages local planning authorities to proactively plan and promote 

competitive town centre environments through a number of measures: 

 

a. supporting a diverse range of uses which appeal to a wide range of age and social 

groups, ensuring that these are distributed throughout the centre; 
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b. planning for a strong retail mix so that the range and quality of the comparison and 

convenience retail offer meets the requirements of the local catchment area, 

recognising that smaller shops can significantly enhance the character and vibrancy 

of a centre; 

 

c. supporting shops, services and other important small scale economic uses 

(including post offices, petrol stations, village halls and public houses) in local centres 

and villages; 

 

d. identifying sites in the centre, or failing that on the edge of the centre, capable of 

accommodating larger format developments where a need for such development has 

been identified; 

 

e. retaining and enhancing existing markets and, where appropriate, re-introducing or 

creating new ones, ensuring that markets remain attractive and competitive by 

investing in their improvement; 

 

f. taking measures to conserve and, where appropriate, enhance the established 

character and diversity of their town centres.   

 

2.8 Policy EC5 requires local authorities to set out a spatial vision and strategy for 

centres within their core strategy, including a network and hierarchy of lower order 

centres to ensure that people’s everyday needs are met locally; address any 

deficiencies in the network by designating new centres of an appropriate scale in 

identified areas of deficiency or significant growth; and set out how identified growth 

and change will be managed across the network of centres. 

 

2.9 Policy EC13 considers the determination of planning applications affecting shops and 

services in local centres.  Local planning authorities should take into account the 

following points: 

 

a. the importance of the shop, leisure facility or service to the local community or the 

economic base of the area if the proposal would result in its loss or change of use; 

 

b. refuse planning applications which fail to protect existing facilities which provide for 

people’s day-to-day needs; 

 

c. respond positively to planning applications for the conversion or extension of shops 

which are designed to improve their viability; 
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d. respond positively to planning applications for farm shops which meet a demand 

for local produce in a sustainable way and contribute to the rural economy, as long as 

they do not adversely affect easily accessible convenience shopping. 

 

2.10 Local authorities are required to proactively plan for consumer choice and promote 

competitive town centre environments.  In selecting sites for development for town 

centre uses, local planning authorities should: 

 

 Base their approach on the identified need for development; 

 Identify the appropriate scale of development (reflecting the role and function 

of the centre within the hierarchy); 

 Apply the sequential approach to site selection; 

 Asses the impact of the development on the existing centres; and, 

 Ensure that locations are accessible (for a range of modes and reflects the 

impact of car use); 

 Local planning authorities should also consider the degree to which other 

considerations such as any physical regeneration benefits of developing on 

previously-developed sites; employment opportunities; increased investment 

in an area; social inclusion and other specific local circumstances, may be 

material to the choice of appropriate locations for development. 

 

2.11 There are a number of important definitions in the guidance which are relevant to this 

study including: 

 

District centres will usually comprise groups of shops often containing at least one 

supermarket or superstore, and a range of non-retail services, such as banks, 

building societies and restaurants, as well as local public facilities such as a library. 

 

Local centres include a range of small shops of a local nature, serving a small 

catchment. Typically, local centres might include, amongst other shops, a small 

supermarket, a newsagent, a sub-post office and a pharmacy. Other facilities could 

include a hot-food takeaway and launderette. In rural areas, large villages may 

perform the role of a local centre.  Small parades of shops of purely neighbourhood 

significance are not regarded as centres for the purposes of this policy statement. 

 

Supermarkets: Self-service stores selling mainly food, with a trading floorspace less 

than 2,500 square metres, often with car parking. 

 

Superstores: Self-service stores selling mainly food, or food and non-food goods, 
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usually with more than 2,500 square metres trading floorspace, with supporting 

car parking. 

 

Primary Shopping Area: Defined area where retail development is concentrated 

(generally comprising the primary and those secondary frontages which are 

contiguous and closely related to the primary shopping frontage). The extent of the 

primary shopping area should be defined on the proposals map. Smaller centres may 

not have areas of predominantly leisure, business and other main town centre uses 

adjacent to the primary shopping area, therefore the town centre may not extend 

beyond the primary shopping area. 

 

Primary Frontage: Primary frontages are likely to include a high proportion of retail 

uses. 

 

Secondary Frontage: Secondary frontages provide greater opportunities for a 

diversity of uses. 

 

Planning Policy Statement 12 
2.12 Paragraph 6.1 states that Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) may be used 

by a planning authority to provide greater detail on the policies in its DPDs. SPDs 

should not be prepared with the aim of avoiding the need for the examination of policy 

which should be examined. 

 

Plymouth City Council Core Strategy 2006-2021 
2.13 The Core Strategy was adopted on 23 April 2007.  The document sets out a spatial 

planning framework for the development of the City as a whole over a fifteen year 

period to 2021, within the context of a longer term vision.  The document must be 

read as a whole, and policies are inter-related.  It includes a series of strategic 

objectives, spatial planning policies and area visions. 

 

2.14 Strategic Objective 1 sets out how the City Council will deliver Plymouth’s strategic 

role over the plan period.  It confirms that the objective is for high levels of growth to 

create a City with over 300,000 people.  It recognises that realistically the only way 

that can be achieved is beyond the time period of the plan, and as a consequence the 

Council will, inter alia, promote sustainable patterns of development, take a proactive 

approach to the implementation and delivery of development, and use a “plan, 

monitor and manage” approach to realising this overall objective.   
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2.15 Paragraph 2.15 says that by 2021 “Plymouth’s City Centre will have strengthened its 

role as a sub-regional shopping and entertainment centre.  Additionally, as part of the 

process of developing sustainable linked communities, a new and complementary 

centre serving the North of Plymouth will be developed at Derriford…”.   

 

2.16 Strategic Objective 2 (Delivering the City Vision) anticipates Plymouth to be 

established as a city of truly international quality by 2021 providing (among other 

objectives): 

• A city of sustainable linked communities - where people enjoy living, and 

where the full range of local services and facilities is provided, helping to 

reduce the need to travel. 

• Exceptional shopping, cultural, education and health care facilities. 

• An inclusive city where the gap between the more affluent areas and the 

city’s deprived neighbourhoods are substantially narrowed. 

 

2.17 This change should be managed in an environmentally sustainable way by avoiding / 

minimising or mitigating development pressure on the city’s natural and built 

environment, its existing utilities and associated infrastructure and areas at risk of 

flooding. 

 

2.18 Strategic Objective 3 (Delivering Sustainable Linked Communities) seeks to develop 

sustainable linked communities throughout the city, by: 

• Ensuring a sufficient size, scale and density, and the right layout to support basic 

amenities in the neighbourhood for people’s day to day lives. 

• Promoting a thriving mixed use centre for each community. 

• Promoting a fully accessible neighbourhood served by good public transport, 

walking and cycling and other transport infrastructure both within the community, 

as well as linking it to adjoining communities and the city as a whole. 

• Supporting and enhancing the quality of public services and amenity provision to 

meet the needs of all of the community, including provision of education and 

training opportunities, health care, community facilities, leisure and recreation. 

• Promoting a positive sense of place and identity for each neighbourhood. 

 

2.19 The related target is for “all residential parts of the city to have easy access to local 

shopping and community facilities by 2021 (to be measured through sustainable 

neighbourhood assessments). 

 

2.20 Policy CS01 - Development of Sustainable Linked Communities states: 
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“The Council will improve the sustainability of the individual communities and 

neighbourhoods in the city through allocating sites for development and considering 

proposals for development in terms of the extent to which they: 

1. Contribute to meeting the needs of the neighbourhood, helping to support a 

sustainable linked community. 

2. Deliver development of an appropriate type, form, scale, mix and density in relation 

to its location relative to the neighbourhood’s centre. 

3. Safeguard and capitalise on the local environment, including the need to deliver 

effective and sustainable use of resources. 

4. Contribute to promoting a positive sense of place and identity. 

5. Contribute to creating a well connected, accessible, inclusive and safe community.” 

 

2.21 Strategic Objective 5 - Delivering Regeneration identifies areas in the city of greatest 

development pressure or opportunity or sensitivity to change. These prioritised areas 

are: 

• The waterfront areas of City Centre / University, Devonport, Millbay / Stonehouse, 

East End / Eastern Gateway, Sutton Harbour and The Hoe; 

• The Eastern Corridor area (including North Plymstock); 

• The Northern Corridor (including Derriford / Seaton); 

• Central Park. 

 

2.22 Shopping is dealt within Chapter 7.  It is confirmed that Plymouth City Centre is a 

major shopping destination in the South West.  A network of district, local and out of 

centre facilities play a complementary role to the City Centre, with many of the large 

food stores in out of centre, district and local centre locations.  Key considerations set 

out include: 

• The main district centres of Mutley, St. Budeaux, Plympton and Plymstock are all 

generally vital and viable; 

• There are, however, the district centres of Estover, Roborough and Transit Way 

which are dominated by the presence of a food store. Clearly without these 

anchors they would offer little more than would be found in a very small local 

centre; 

• In terms of convenience goods, it is evident that there are some stores that over-

trade relatively significantly. Some of these are in out of centre locations. There is 

therefore the potential to consider the need to ‘rebalance the network’ by the 

provision of additional floorspace, particularly in areas of deficiency; 

• The city has a large network of local centres serving a diverse range of 

communities and functions. Some are more successful than others. There are 

eleven areas of the city which currently lack adequate provision of convenience 
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(food store) provision. These are: Devonport, Weston Mill, Barne Barton and St 

Budeaux, Whitleigh Green, Southway, Derriford, Eggbuckland and Efford and 

Lipson and Plymstock. In order to rectify these deficiencies, and provide for 

Plymouth’s future growth, changes will need to be made to the current hierarchy 

through establishing new centres. 

 

2.23 The City Council is also committed to preserving and developing the network of 

centres which already serve Plymouth.  This includes the district and local centres, 

with a scale of retailing that is appropriate to their role and function.  New centres will 

be created to meet deficiencies and provide hearts to Plymouth’s neighbourhoods, 

and Paragraph 7.13 confirms that Derriford will play a key role as a new district centre 

serving the North of the City with the potential for it to grow as economic and 

population growth is achieved, and the role of the City Centre as a primary shopping 

destination is secured.   

 

2.24 The assessment of convenience goods capacity to 2011 would be accommodated by 

proposed allocations for food stores at the Derriford, Devonport, Plymstock Quarry 

and Weston Mill centres.  In terms of accommodating comparison goods capacity, the 

City Centre is prioritised, with Derriford identified as a priority secondary location for 

new investment in the long term, and other investment directed to other district and 

local centres as determined by need and impact considerations, and as opportunities 

arise. 

 

2.25 Strategic Objective 7 - Delivering Adequate Shopping Provision seeks to promote 

new shopping development which contributes positively to delivering Plymouth’s 

vision for sustainable high quality growth, making Plymouth a city of sustainable 

linked communities. This will be achieved by: 

 

1) Meeting demonstrated shopping need, including the needs of disadvantaged 

communities and of a growing Plymouth population, through provision of a full range 

of shopping facilities. 

4) Strengthening district and local centres by encouraging a range of facilities and 

uses, consistent with the scale and function of the centre, to meet people’s day-to-day 

needs, while preserving the predominance of A1 uses. 

5) Remedying identified food shopping deficiencies in western Plymouth in the early 

part of the plan period, with a new store in the Weston Mill area as part of a new 

district centre. The specific proposal will need to provide a qualitatively different offer 

to what is already available in St Budeaux district centre, and must help deliver the 

sustainable community objectives of the Core Strategy. 
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6) Promoting a district centre at Derriford in order to remedy an identified gap in the 

spatial distribution of food shopping in the city, and as a key component of the 

creation of a new sustainable neighbourhood, supporting the existing employment, 

health and residential uses and providing a new focus in the north of Plymouth. 

7) Promoting the sustainability of new major developments in Plymouth, particularly at 

Millbay and Plymstock Quarry, through the provision of shopping provision 

sufficient to meet local needs and – in the case of Millbay – the needs of visitors and 

tourists. 

8) Facilitating implementation of the Eastern Corridor transport proposals and 

regeneration in the East End through redeveloping the existing Friary Retail Park and 

provision of an alternative consolidated retail warehouse location on the Laira 

Embankment as part of a wider mixed use regeneration package. 

9) Reappraising on at least a 5 yearly basis the need and potential for shopping 

development in Plymouth having regard to the actual population change achieved 

and revised population (and other) growth forecasts.. 

 

2.26 Policy CS07 - Plymouth Retail Hierarchy states that new centres will be created in the 

following locations: 

 

1. New Derriford District Centre. To provide a new heart for the north of Plymouth and 

support the area’s existing and proposed residential, commercial and health sector 

communities. It will include a major foodstore, with complementary comparison goods 

shopping, residential, office, leisure and food and drink uses, and a public transport 

interchange on the proposed High Quality Public Transport network for the city. It will 

be developed such that it can grow to play a wider role in Plymouth, but only when it 

is demonstrated through detailed impact assessment that further development will not 

undermine the regional shopping role of the City Centre and indeed that such 

development will deliver major economic benefits to the entire city. 

 

2. New Weston Mill District Centre. To include a new medium sized foodstore with 

complementary comparison goods shopping as part of mixed use centre with 

education, leisure, community and residential uses. It will be well related to the public 

transport network. Any proposals should be accompanied by a detailed analysis of 

the effects of the new food store on existing nearby centres. 

 

3. Devonport Local Centre. To support the regeneration of the Devonport area, and 

help to create a new sustainable linked community using the opportunity created by 

the release of MoD land. 
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4. Millbay Local Centre. To support the creation of a new sustainable linked 

community in the Millbay area and the promotion of tourism and leisure. 

 

5. Plymstock Quarry Local Centre. To support the creation of a major new 

neighbourhood of the city. 

 

6. Laira Embankment area. To deliver a new retail destination of appropriate scale, 

quality and accessibility, which delivers improvements to this city gateway location 

and to enable the delivery of strategic transport measures on Plymouth’s eastern 

corridor. This will be part of a wider mixed use regeneration initiative for the East End.  

 

a. Crownhill district centre is reclassified as a local centre. 

b. Marlborough Street local centre Devonport to be allowed to change alongside 

development of the new Devonport local centre through a reduction in its overall retail 

provision, whilst retaining some element of local provision for the immediate 

community. 

 

2.27 Policy CS08 Retail Development Considerations states that the Council will enable 

the enhancement of consumer choice and strengthening of the vitality, viability and 

accessibility of the district / local centres by supporting new retail development which: 

 

1. Supports the delivery of the spatial planning vision and strategy as set out in this 

Core Strategy. 

2. In relation to development on the edge of district or local centres, or at out-of-

centre locations, meets a proven need. 

3. Is appropriate in scale and function to its location. 

4. Is fully integrated with the existing shopping area, except in the case of new 

centres where these are proposed. 

5. Complies with the sequential approach to site selection, which prioritises 

development in existing centres, then edge-of-centre sites, and only then out-of-

centre sites which are accessible by a choice of means of transport. 

6. Will not have an unacceptable adverse impact, including cumulative impact, on the 

vitality and viability of the City Centre and surrounding district and local centres. 

7. Helps maintain and develop the range of shops to meet the needs of the local 

community within the centre. 

 

2.28 Policy CS11 - Changes of Use in District and Local Centres states that within District 

and Local Centres the change of use of ground floor retail premises (A1) will be 

permitted provided that: 
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1. The primary function of the centre is maintained. 

2. The proposed use provides a complementary role to the retailing function of the 

centre. 

3. It would not result in a harmful over concentration of non A1 retail uses within a 

frontage or within the centre as a whole. 

4. The development helps people meet their day-to-day needs within the local 

community. 

 

2.29 The Core Strategy states that the boundaries of shopping centres and of the primary 

and secondary frontages will be identified in the Shopping Centre Supplementary 

Planning Document. Until such time, Annex 1 of the First Deposit Local Plan will 

remain relevant 

 

Derriford 

2.30 The Derriford area is located on Plymouth’s ‘northern gateway’, and it includes sub-

regionally important employment sites and destinations.  The Derriford area has a key 

role to play in delivering the economic strategy for Plymouth, by promoting growth 

complementary to the City Centre.  The Council’s approach is to promote a new 

‘heart’ for Derriford which will help create a focus for the North of Plymouth and 

contribute towards the bi-polar economy.   

 

2.31 Paragraph 5.75 notes that the potential exists in the area to develop a broader mix of 

uses that will help the Derriford area to fulfil it’s potential as an important sub-regional 

centre (in employment terms) and as a District Shopping Centre (i.e. not sub-regional 

shopping), serving the surrounding neighbourhoods, and the major employment, 

health and education facilities.  Although Derriford is also identified as a “priority 

secondary location for new investment in the longer term”, this can only happen 

according to the Core Strategy, once detailed impact assessment clarifies that: 

 

• this will not undermine the City Centre’s regional shopping role; and 

• that major economic benefits would result for the City as a whole. 

 

2.32 The approach to retail provision at Derriford is therefore “driven by a positive need to 

address deficiencies in the existing shopping provision in the City and serve the 

Council’s wider sustainability and economic objectives”. 

 

Weston Mill 

2.33 Strategic Objective 7 of the Core Strategy states at Point 5:  
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“Remedying identified food shopping deficiencies in western Plymouth in the early  

part of the plan period, with a new store in the Weston Mill area as part of a new 

district centre. The specific proposal will need to provide a qualitatively different offer 

to what is already available in St Budeaux district centre, and must help deliver the 

sustainable community objectives of the Core Strategy.” 

 

2.34 The related target is 2016.  Policy CS07 states that the Weston Mill area should 

include a new medium sized foodstore with complementary comparison goods 

shopping as part of mixed use centre with education, leisure, community and 

residential uses. It will be well related to the public transport network. Any proposals 

should be accompanied by a detailed analysis of the effects of the new food store on 

existing nearby centres. 

 

2.35 The new district centre will address gaps in shopping provision. The Weston Mill 

proposal will also serve to improve access to main foodstore shopping facilities in a 

deprived community, reduce the need for travel to other main foodstores elsewhere in 

the city, and help to create an area of community focus as part of the Council’s 

strategy for a city of sustainable linked communities. 

 

2.36 The anticipated scheme is significantly different to that considered by the Secretary of 

State in 2000. A smaller store is anticipated (1,500-2,000 sq.m net floorspace) as part 

of a district centre proposal, not a standalone facility. In addition, the policy context 

and nature of retail representation in surrounding areas has changed since 2000. In 

terms of impact on St Budeaux district centre, the Plymouth Shopping Study states 

that there is limited likelihood of harmful impact on this centre from a scheme 

designed to capture main food shopping trips now going elsewhere in the city. 

 

Other Planning Documents 
 
Sustainable Neighbourhoods (Key Site Allocations) DPD  

2.37 These plans will show all the major sites not included in the Area Action Plans that 

might be required to meet Plymouth’s needs for homes, employment, retailing and 

recreation – as set out in the Core Strategy.  It will cover every neighbourhood in the 

city.  It will also include guidance on development that will address the needs of local 

communities, and identify areas that need protection or where development will be 

resisted. 
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Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD  
2.38 The DPD sets out the planning framework to deliver the vision aims and objectives of 

both Plymouth and South Hams’ Core Strategies as the relate to the urban fringe 

area.   The document would also be related to the Sustainable Neighbourhoods DPD.  

It will assist with defining a long term edge to the urban area whilst assisting with the 

provision of new housing.  The document will be used to ensure that the growth of 

neighbourhoods will be undertaken in a sustainable manner having regard to the 

residents’ need for services and facilities.  In this respect the DPD will provide policy 

direction on retail quantum and hierarchy in this part of the City. 
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3. Previous Retail Studies 
 

3.1 The Council has commissioned the following retail-based studies of relevance to this 

Report:   

 

• Plymouth Local Shopping Needs Study, 2004 (CBRE) which is in part 

superseded by the 2006 Study; 

• Plymouth Shopping Study, 2006 (Cushman & Wakefield); 

• Derriford & Seaton Area Action Plan: Report on Proposed New District Shopping 

Centre, 2009 / 2010 (Update) (Cushman & Wakefield). 

 

Plymouth Local Shopping Needs Study (November 2004, CBRE) 
3.2 CBRE were appointed at the start of 2004 to prepare a report identifying any 

deficiencies in the retail and service provision within the City, and to formulate 

mechanisms for addressing any deficiencies.  The report was also to identify any 

need for new district or local centres.   

 

3.3 Plan 9 of the report illustrates the identified gap areas within the city.  The most 

notable areas are in the West of the City around Weston Mill and St. Budeaux (Areas 

1 and 3), and to the North of the A38 trunk road (Areas 4, 6 and 7).  The latter 

includes Derriford, notably Area 6 on the Eastern side of Tavistock Road.   

 

Plymouth Shopping Study (August 2006, Cushman & Wakefield) 
3.4 The 2006 Shopping Study was based upon a comprehensive household telephone 

survey to establish shopping habits for both convenience and comparison goods 

across the entirety of Plymouth’s catchment area.  This catchment area extends well 

beyond the City Council’s administrative boundary North and East into Devon, and 

West into Cornwall. 

 

3.5 The Study considered the period up to 2026 in terms of expenditure forecasting.  In 

terms of convenience goods, growth and expenditure over the period is relatively 

modest, but there was significant capacity identified at 2006 based on over-trading 

within existing stores.  Turning to comparison goods the position is the reverse, with 

trading performance of the City centre (including Drake Circus) assessed to be at an 

equilibrium position, but with significant potential expenditure growth in subsequent 

years. 

 

3.6 As part of the Shopping Study, a number of opportunity sites in and around the City 

centre and the rest of the City were examined.  One of these was Derriford.  Whilst 
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the Cushman & Wakefield study concurred with the Council’s overall analysis that a 

new District Centre for the area is appropriate, it advised that a cautionary approach 

regarding the nature, scale and timing (and indeed any long term commitment) 

regarding retail floor space at Derriford.   

 

3.7 The Study notes that the City has a relatively extensive network of district and local 

centres albeit that the quality of these is variable. The district centres are 

predominantly service orientated with limited comparison retailing, and a range of 

small and sometimes larger convenience retailers.  The following District Centre 

specific comments were made: 

 

3.8 Crownhill - Although there is a reasonable quantum of total floor space, the district 

centre is heavily biased towards the service and catering sectors, and does not 

contain a significant food store. On this basis the centre was reclassified as a Local 

Centre following the adoption of the Core Strategy. 

 

3.9 Estover - Asda is comparatively small and combined with the limited offer of the rest 

of the units only fulfils the role of a very small district centre. This is consistent with 

the Council’s general designation for the centre. 

 

3.10 Mutley Plain - Overall there is a relatively limited range of comparison retailing for a 

district centre of this size, and the high representation of service floor space reflects 

the main role of this healthy centre.  We concur with the Council’s designation of this 

centre as a district centre. 

 

3.11 Plympton Ridgeway - The range of uses reflects its relatively distant location from the 

City Centre (in the higher level of comparison floor space, and lower level of service 

floor space than, say, Mutley Plain). This is a healthy centre, and we concur with its 

designation as a district centre. 

 

3.12 Plymstock Broadway - contains a relatively wide range of national multiple retailers. 

The proportion of floor space is biased towards convenience retailing.  The most 

notable feature is the centre’s comparatively low level of service retailers. The centre 

trades well, and again we concur with its designation as a district centre.  

 

3.13 Roborough - the retail offer is reflective of the dominance of the supermarket and 

although technically a district centre in terms of PPS6 in our view the centre can only 

be characterised as a very small district centre. This is generally consistent with the 

Council’s designation. 
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3.14 St Budeaux - This linear centre contains a small number of vacant units, and overall 

we consider the centre is healthy and agree with the Council’s designation as a 

district centre. 

 

3.15 Transit Way - The household survey showed the centre performing well which is 

largely attributable to the presence of the Tesco.  We therefore generally concur with 

the Council’s designation of this centre as a district centre. 

 

3.16 The Study also notes that there are a number of free standing stores, and stores 

clustered together on retail parks.  

 

3.17 In terms of retail parks, the main location in the City is at Longbridge Road and 

Coypool Road both at Marsh Mills. These developments have been incremental and 

operate as two separate parks, with the Longbridge Road scheme being the more 

accessible and recognisable. Surface level car parking is available with both schemes 

and both seem popular attractions.  

 

3.18 A smaller agglomeration of comparison retail units is located on the south side of 

Laira Bridge on the western side of the River Plym. Further comparison traders are 

located on the A379 heading east over the Laira bridge towards Pomphlett.  

 

3.19 The A386 Tavistock Road at Crownhill contains a large B&Q store, with food and 

drink operators nearby.   
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4. Study Approach 
 
4.1 Review of existing town centres hierarchy in Plymouth with regard to development 

plan.  Below the City Centre, the existing hierarchy of District and Local Centres is as 

follows: 

 

Table 4.1 – Existing District and Local Centres 

District Centres 

Mutley Plain Roborough Plymstock Ridgeway 

Transit Way Estover  

St Budeaux Plympton Broadway  

Local Centres 

Albert Road 

Barbican 

Beaumont Road 

Chaddlewood 

Clittaford Road 

Colebrook 

Congreve Gardens 

Coypool 

Crownhill 

Cumberland Street 

Dale Road 

Delamere Road 

Ebrington Street 

Efford 

Eggbuckland 

Elburton 

Embankment Road 

Ernesettle 

George Street 

Glenholt 

Ham Green 

Hender's Corner 

Higher Compton 

Honicknowle Green 

Hooe 

Hyde Park 

Keyham 

King Street 

Leigham 

Lipson Vale 

Marlborough Street 

Milehouse 

North Prospect 

Oreston 

Pennycomequick 

Peverell Corner 

Peverell park Road 

Plymouth Road 

Salisbury Road 

Segrave Road 

Southway 

Station Road (Devonport) 

Stoke Village 

Stone Barton 

Tamerton Foliot 

Underwood 

Union Street 

Upland Drive 

Victoria Road 

West Hoe 

West Park 

Whitleigh Green 

Wolseley Road 

 

4.2 Cushman & Wakefield completed the field work for a selection of the identified district 

and local centres.  The selection of these centres reflects policy initiatives such as 

those contained in the Urban Fringe DPD; the Core Strategy DPD (policy relating to 

new District Centres at Derriford and Weston Mill and new Local Centres at 

Devonport, Millbay and Plystock Quarry), as well as considering identified centres 

that were adjusted from District Centres to Local Centres at the last review in 2006/07 
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(e.g. Crownhill).  All other centres were studied by officers at the City Council.  The 

data for all centres has been analysed within this report however. 

 

Table 4.2 - Centres Reviewed by Cushman & Wakefield 

District Centres Local Centres 

Estover Chaddlewood 

Plympton Ridgeway Colebrook 

Roborough Crownhill 

St Budeaux Ham Green 

Transit Way Marlborough Street 

 Stoke Village 

 Whitleigh Green 

 Woolwell (South Hams District Council) 

 Victoria Road 

 

4.3 We are not aware of any new centres being created since the Core Strategy was 

adopted.  This judgement has been made taking into account any planning 

permissions in and around the district and local centres since this time. 

 

4.4 The analysis has also made use of other data sources including the Sustainable 

Neighbourhoods Study (in respect of accessibility, non-retail facilities and other 

considerations); PCC Shopping Survey data (2001-2009); Experian Goad data; and 

MHE Retail UK Shopping Index (retail ranking) data.   

 

4.5 A proforma for assessing each centre was prepared in consultation with the Council 

to provide a consistent approach to the assessment of each centre.  Elements of the 

proforma have had regard to the health check indicator within PPS4, and existing 

PCC data, including the Sustainable Neighbourhoods Assessments.  The proformas 

(which are appended in full at Appendix 2) include the following principle factors: 

 

− Diversity of use; 

− Amount of floorspace; 

− Retailer representation; 

− Accessibility; 

− Environmental quality; and 

− Capacity for growth or change. 

 

4.6 The performance of each centre over time has been made from the Council’s own 

Shopping Centre data which commenced in 2001.  This data contains details of the 
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occupation of all district and local centre addresses to allow an understanding of 

whether centres are improving, stabilised or declining over time. 

 

4.7 Comparisons of the Plymouth designated centres with other similar sized centres 

elsewhere within the region (West Devon, South Hams, and Caradon) has been 

made using MHE Retail UK Shopping Index data.  This allows comparison with other 

centres in neighbouring authorities. 

 

4.8 The audit provides the data sufficient to conclude on each centre’s current role and 

function, which in turn informs the formal retail hierarchy for the authority.  We have 

also considered potential development opportunities in and around each of the 

identified centres to assess the potential for growth and the ability to accommodate 

identified retail need (2006 / 2011).  This therefore allows the Council to identify each 

centre’s potential future role as a result of any development.   

 

4.9 It is important to note that an SPD is not the appropriate policy document in which to 

reallocate the status of retailing centres.  Any amendments should be set out in the 

replacement Core Strategy DPD in due course if necessary.  Therefore this study 

provides some of the evidence base to support strategy and policy formulation for 

District and Local Centres.  The study will also enable the Shopping Centres SPD to 

define the boundaries and frontages of the district and local centres, as stated in 

paragraph 7.46 of the Core Strategy.  An updated retail needs assessment, including 

household survey, will also be required in due course to complete an up to date 

picture of shopping patterns and retail need.  
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5. Assessment of District Centres 
 

5.1 A plan of the current network of existing District Centres is identified in Figure 5.1.  

Figure 5.2 provides details of the total number of units for each of the district centres 

and figure 5.3 provides details of total floorspace.  Where available, gross floorspace 

has been taken from Experian Goad data or from survey data produced by Plymouth 

City Council, which is based on measurements of each unit from the Council’s OS 

database for each centre.  Where this has not been available (for example for the 

centres of Plympton Ridgeway and Plymstock Broadway) then a measurement of the 

unit has been taken from the Council’s OS database for each centre.   

 

Figure 5.1 Network of Existing and Proposed District Centres 

 
 

5.2 The current network of existing District Centres demonstrates a relatively well 

distributed pattern across the urban area.  There are significant gaps however to the 

north and west of the urban area which, in accordance with Core Strategy policy 

would be addressed through two new District Centres at Derriford and Weston Mill. 

 

5.3 The proposed District centre at Derriford is described by PCC as a ‘major’ district 

centre, which is seeking to distinguish the proposed new facility at Derriford, from a 

typical district centre, although this distinction is not recognised in national policy.  

The Council are seeking to differentiate Derriford's role from other district centres 

around Plymouth, such that it should be a new "Northern Gateway" to Plymouth 

which will have a strategic role in enhancing the image of Plymouth. 
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5.4 The proposed District Centre at Weston Mill will be located relatively close to the 

existing centre at St Budeaux and therefore the retailing relationship should be 

monitored carefully. 

 

Figure 5.2 District Centres: Total Number of Retailing Units  
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Figure 5.3 District Centres: Total Retailing Floorspace (sq m) 
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5.5 In terms of number of units, the largest district centre is Mutley Plain with 134 units, 

followed by Plympton with 94 units and Plymstock with 68 units.  St Budeaux and 

Transit Way have 34 and 14 units respectively.  Estover and Roborough are the 

smallest centres in terms of the number of units with nine and five units.  In respect of 

total floorspace, Mutley Plain, Plympton and Transit Way are the largest centres with 

over 17,000 sqm gross floorspace.  Estover and St Budeaux are the smallest centres.   

 

5.6 Figure 5.4 sets out the split between convenience (food) and comparison (non-food) 

retail units.  As would be expected Mutley Plain, Plympton and Plymstock have the 

highest number of A1 units.  Each district centre has at least one convenience (food) 

unit, which acts as the key anchor for the centre; Mutley Plain and Plympton has six 

convenience units and Plymstock has seven.  The centres with the highest proportion 

of comparison (non-food) units are Plympton (38 units), Plymstock (34 units) and St 

Budeaux (17 units).  The remaining centres have fewer than ten comparison units.     

 

Figure 5.4 District Centres: Class A1 Food and Non-Food Units  
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5.7 The following table provides an indication of the size of the main foodstores in each 

district centre.  
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Table 5.1 – District Centre Composition 

District Centre Operator Floorspace  
(sq m gross) 

Floorspace  
(sq m net) 

Roborough Tesco 8,361 6,171 

Transit Way Tesco 7,077 4,000 

Estover Asda 7,041 4,214 

Mutley Plain Co-Op 1,466 528 

Plympton Co-Op 2,601 1,744 

Plympton Iceland - 544 

Plymstock Somerfield 2,955 1,348 

St Budeaux Co-Op 1,000 - 
Source: IGD Database 

 
Figure 5.5 District Centres: Food and Drink uses (Use Classes A3-5)  
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5.8 Figure 5.5 provides details of food and drink uses (Classes A3, A4 and A5) by each 

district centre.  Mutley Plain has by far the highest number of food and drink units – 

26 in total.  Roborough and Transit Way do not have any food and drink uses.  

Plympton has nine food and drink units, of which four are A3, two are A4 and three 

are A5 uses.  Plymstock has a total of seven units comprising two A3 units and five 

A5 units.  St Budeaux has eight units, of which two are A3 units and six are A5 units.  

Estover has one A4 unit and one A5 unit.     
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Figure 5.6 District Centres: Number of Use Class A2 Units  
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5.9 The percentage breakdown of A2 uses is provided within Figure 5.6.  It is evident that 

Mutley Plain, Plympton and Plymstock have the highest number of financial and 

professional services, which is not surprising given that they are bigger centres.  

However, the smaller centres of Estover, Roborough, St Budeaux and Transit Way 

also have representation from financial and professional services.     

 

Figure 5.7 District Centre: Number of Vacant Units 
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5.10 Unit vacancy is compared amongst the District Centres in Figure 5.7.  In terms of 

vacancies, there is only one centre (Roborough) which does not have any vacant 

units.  Mutley Plain has the largest number of vacancies, which represents 19% of the 

total.  St Budeaux has two vacant units representing a vacancy rate of 6%.  The other 
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centres have vacancies levels between 11 and 12%.  Although this appears relatively 

high and is above the UK average, these are small centres with a small number of 

vacant units.   

 

5.11 The remainder of this chapter considers the detail of each of the district centres 

related to the guidance contained within PPS4. 

 

Estover 
5.12 Estover is located towards the north east of the urban area and is a relatively new 

centre. 

 

Diversity of use / retailer representation 

5.13 The centre contains a small number of unit shops.  The Asda foodstore dominates 

the overall floorspace.  It is open 24 hours and its in-store services include a post 

office and a pharmacy.  Adjacent to the foodstore, but separated by a series of steps 

are six further retail units.  These include Betfred bookmakers, a hairdresser, beauty 

parlour, a takeaway and Boots the Chemist, as well as one vacant unit formerly 

occupied by a charity shop.  Overall, there are three national multiple retailers in the 

centre, namely Boots, Betfred and Asda.  There is one vacant unit representing a 

vacancy rate of 11%.  Outside of the defined district centre, there is a church, 

community centre, housing office and a public house.  

 

Amount of floorspace  

5.14 The Asda foodstore contains approximately 7,041 sqm gross floorspace with a net 

sales area of 4,214 sqm net.  The additional units are significantly smaller with unit 

sizes ranging from around 60 to 200 sqm gross.   

 

Accessibility 

5.15 The centre is relatively accessible.  It has a large number of free car parking spaces 

(approximately 440 spaces) which are largely orientated to the foodstore.  There are 

a number of bus routes which service the centre including numbers 47 and 50 and 

bus links to the city centre are considered to be good.  There is also a free Asda 

shopper bus service.  Pedestrian areas are generally unimpeded, though the route 

between the foodstore entrance and the other facilities is affected by stairs. 

 

Environmental quality 

5.16 The public realm is in a reasonable state of repair though it is generally becoming 

dated.  The majority of the facilities associated with the district centre front onto a 

small pedestrianised square.  This space is not overlooked by any other uses and is 
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known to suffer from anti-social behaviour in the evenings when the majority of 

businesses in the centre have closed. 

 

Capacity for growth or change 

5.17 As a relatively modern centre incorporating buildings which are generally surrounded 

by car parking and generous landscaping, it would appear that there is good capacity 

for growth and change.  Landownership details are not available although we would 

expect the majority of the site to be under the control of Asda.  Subject to economic 

conditions it is conceivable for further retailing and other appropriate floorspace to be 

accommodated in the centre.  Subject to design, it may be appropriate to include 

residential uses at upper levels to provide activity and natural surveillance throughout 

the day and evening. 

 

Performance over time 

5.18 Occupation within the Centre has generally been consistent since records began. 

 

Transit Way 
5.19 Transit Way, also known as Honicknowle, is located in the north of the urban area 

and is accessed of Crownhill Road (B3413).  This is also a relatively new centre.  

Tesco acquired the former Co-Op in 2001. 

 

Diversity of use / retailer representation 

5.20 The centre contains a relatively small number of unit shops arranged within an inward 

looking mall.  Tesco dominates the overall floorspace and includes a petrol filling 

station and in-store café.  The internal mall includes approximately 13 further retail 

units including an opticians, pharmacy, shoe repairs / key cutting, motor accessories 

and bicycle sales, dry cleaners, hairdressers, pet shop, travel agent, bookmakers, 

post office and fabric store.   

 

5.21 There are several national multiple retailers in the centre such as the Co-Op 

pharmacy and travel agents, Timpsons, and Betfred.  There is no food and drink offer 

(other than Tesco’s café) and there are no businesses within office accommodation.  

There are four vacant units, which have recently become vacant, representing a 

vacancy level of 11.8%.   

 

5.22 Outside of the defined district centre, there are a number of well-known retailers 

including Lidl, Matalan, Magnet and a new Argos store.  Further to the north are a 

couple of other occupiers including a dentist, but these are some way from the 

defined centre boundary.  
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Amount of floorspace  

5.23 The Tesco foodstore contains 7,077 sq m gross floorspace, with a net sales area of 

4,000 sq m net.  The additional units contain a further 3,000 sq m gross floorspace.   

 

Accessibility 

5.24 The centre is relatively accessible.  It has a large number of free car parking spaces 

(approximately 450 spaces) in the form of a large surface car park.  There are a 

number of bus routes which service the centre including numbers 29 and 61.  

Pedestrian areas are mainly internal, with external routes generally within the car 

parking area.  Footpath connections to the wider retailers are relatively poor, being 

dominated by highway arrangements.  There are a number of footpath routes to 

surrounding residential areas. 

 

Environmental quality 

5.25 The internal mall is becoming tired and in need of refurbishment (a full redevelopment 

of the centre is anticipated).  Externally, the car park and related areas are generally 

well maintained.  There are no significant external areas of public realm.  This centre 

does not include other residential or office uses and therefore is relatively quiet after 

trading hours. 

 

Capacity for growth or change 

5.26 As a relatively modern centre incorporating buildings which are generally surrounded 

by car parking and generous landscaping, it would appear that there is good capacity 

for growth and change.  The land is understood to be owned by Tesco who are 

currently considering redevelopment of the defined District Centre.  Subject to 

economic conditions it is conceivable for further retailing and other appropriate 

floorspace to be accommodated at the centre.   

 

Performance over time 

5.27 It is evident that occupation within the centre has fallen significantly in recent years.  

The most recent surveys recorded four vacant units in the centre.   

 

Roborough 
5.28 Roborough is located to the north of the urban area and is a relatively new centre.   

 

Diversity of use / retailer representation 

5.29 The centre contains a small number of unit shops but is dominated by a Tesco Extra 

foodstore.  Tesco is open 24 hours and amongst other services it includes a 
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pharmacy, opticians, petrol filling station and in-store café.  Adjacent to the foodstore, 

there are four further retail units comprising an estate agents, film processor / dry 

cleaner (Johnsons), a travel agent (Co-Op) and a motor parts / cycles retailer.   There 

are no vacancies and the centre does not include any residential or business use, nor 

contain any eating or drinking outlets.  

 

Amount of floorspace  

5.30 The Tesco Extra foodstore contains 8,361 sq m gross floorspace with a net sales 

area of 6,171 sq m net.  The additional units contain around 600 sq m gross 

floorspace.   

 

Accessibility 

5.31 The centre is relatively accessible.  It has a large number of free car parking spaces 

(c.600 spaces) which are in the form of a large surface car park.  There are a number 

of bus routes which service the centre and Tesco operates a free shopper bus 

service.  Pedestrian areas are generally unimpeded though the public realm consists 

of a small area outside of the shops and the shared car parking surface. 

 

Environmental quality 

5.32 The public realm is in a good state of repair though limited in extent.  The car parking 

is well maintained.  This centre does not include other residential or office uses and 

therefore is relatively quiet after trading hours. 

 

Capacity for growth or change 

5.33 As a relatively modern centre incorporating buildings which front onto the surface car 

parking, it would appear that there is good capacity for growth and change.  Details of 

land ownerships are unknown although it is likely that Tesco will control a significant 

part of the centre.  Subject to economic conditions it is conceivable for further retailing 

and other appropriate floorspace to be accommodated at the centre.   

 

Performance over time 

5.34 Occupation within the Centre has generally been consistent since records began.  

The only recent changes have been the closure of a hairdressers.  Mansbridge 

Balment Estate Agents and Klick/Johnsons have both extended to take two units.   

 
St Budeaux 

5.35 St Budeaux is located to the west of the urban area close to the Tamar Bridge.  The 

centre has been in existence for a significant period of time. 
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Diversity of use 

5.36 The centre includes approximately 35 commercial occupiers at ground floor, more 

typical of a traditional district centre - almost half of which are comparison (non-food) 

retailers including several charity shops.  There is only one food retailer in the centre 

(Co-Op, which also incorporates a post office), although a new Lidl store is now open. 

 

5.37 There are several retail service providers, including high street banks.  There are also 

a number of food and drink outlets, most of which are takeaways including operators 

such as KFC.  There is therefore a reasonable mix of uses in the centre. 

 

5.38 There are very few national multiple retailers present in the centre - occupiers are on 

the whole independents.  There are two vacant units in the centre, which represents a 

vacancy rate of 6%.   

 

Amount of floorspace 

5.39 There are no single dominant occupiers.  The largest unit accommodated the Co-Op 

foodstore in approximately 1,000 sq m (GEA).  The centre as a whole includes some 

6,000 sqm gross floorspace.  There are a large number of small units (less than 100 

sqm) with only around ten units with floorspace of greater than 100 sqm. 

 

Accessibility 

5.40 The centre is relatively accessible and is served by a number of bus services, as well 

as a train station which connects to the City centre.  There are a number of car 

parking options but compared to the other more modern district centres overall 

numbers are limited and include a significant number of restricted on-street spaces.  

The pedestrian environment is reasonable though the retail frontages are often 

separated by highways, including the busy Wolseley Road which connects to the 

Tamar Bridge. 

 

Environmental quality 

5.41 The environment is looking a little tired and suffers from the dominance of the 

highway.  There are a number of facilities that one would expect of district centre 

including cycle parking, cash points and public toilets. 

 

Capacity for growth or change 

5.42 There are very few development sites available that could assist with the growth of 

the centre.  The new Lidl store has however assisted with delivering new community 

facilities.  The Trelawney Arms is a sizeable public house which is now vacant and in 

a prominent position within the centre.  There is a potential development opportunity 
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on the northern edge of the centre incorporating the library and an adjacent vacant 

site (the library is an important element of the centre however).  The north western 

area of the defined centre is potentially at risk of moving toward more non-retailing 

uses and this should be carefully monitored. 

 

Performance over time 

5.43 The centre appears to have declined in units numbers of the last 10 years or so. 

 
Mutley Plain 

5.44 Mutley Plain is located in the centre of the urban area to the north of the City centre.  

It is centred along the busy B3250 and has been in existence for a significant period 

of time.  Following the destruction of Plymouth’s city centre during the Second World 

War, many of the shops relocated to Mutley Plain.  The centre is located close to a 

large student population.   

 

Diversity of uses 

5.45 Mutley has a good mix of retail uses.  The main convenience retailer in the centre is 

the Co-Op, which occupies a relatively small unit.  There are 25 vacant units 

dispersed throughout the centre. 14 out of the 25 vacancies are 1st or 2nd floor units, 

which reduced the number of ground floor vacant units to 11.  Other uses in the 

centre include a job agency, some offices, a gym, social club and a community 

outreach centre. 

 

Amount of floorspace 

5.46 The Co-Op has a gross floor area of 1,466 sqm gross (528 sqm net), which is 

relatively small for a centre.  The remaining units comprise around 18,000 sqm gross 

retail floorspace.   

 

Retailer representation 

5.47 There is a good range of national multiple retailers represented in the centre, as well 

as local independent operators.  Multiples include the Co-op, Dominoes Pizza, 

Barclays, Halifax, Nationwide, Subway, Blockbuster, Superdrug, Thomas Cook, 

Timpson, Pizza Hut, Ladbrokes, Shoe Zone, Boots and Costcutter.   

 

Accessibility 

5.48 Car parking around Mutley Plain can be difficult which results in visitors to the centre 

parking in surrounding residential streets which are subject to permit parking at 

certain hours.  There are no cycle routes through the centre.  Regular buses connect 

Mutley with other areas of the city.       
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Environmental quality 

5.49 The centre is dominated by a busy road, a strategic route through Plymouth, which 

detracts from the centre’s environment.  Maintenance and repair of buildings within 

the centre is generally good, although it is noted that the centre lacks areas of open 

green space and there is minimal landscaping.   

 

Capacity for growth or change 

5.50 Opportunities for expansion are limited due to the proximity of surrounding residential 

areas.  There could be opportunities to improve the centre’s foodstore provision 

through small scale alterations/extensions to ensure that the centre can compete with 

out-of-centre foodstores.  It is also evident that car parking needs to be improved.   

 

Performance over time 

5.51 Mutley’s location close to Plymouth’s student population and a large residential 

population has meant that the centre has generally always performed well.   

 

Plympton Ridgeway 
5.52 Plympton Ridgeway is located to the east of the urban area, east of the River Plym.  

The centre has expanded over time around the original settlement of Plympton St 

Maurice.  The centre lies close to the A38 and is a popular commuter settlements.  

The main area of retailing is focussed around the Ridgeway Shopping Centre.     

 

Diversity of use 

5.53 The centre contains approximately 100 commercial occupiers on the ground floor.  It 

includes Co-Op and Iceland foodstores as well as a significant number of other non-

food retailers.  There are 12 vacant units in Plympton, which is equivalent to a 

vacancy rate of 12.8% and vacancies are distributed throughout the centre.  The 

centre also has a mix of other uses including neighbourhood sports facilities, a 

community centre, library and small park.     

 

Amount of floorspace 

5.54 The Co-Op contains approximately 1,744 sqm net floorspace and Iceland has a net 

sales area of 544 sqm net.  Approximately half of the remaining units are small units 

(under 100 sqm gross) with the rest of the unit sizes between 100 and 300 sqm 

gross.   
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Retailer representation 

5.55 The Co-Op and Iceland are the main convenience retailers in the centre.  The 

remaining units are occupied by a mix of multiple and independent retailers.  Multiple 

retailers include Barclay’s bank, British Red Cross, Coral bookmakers, HSBC, 

Superdrug, Clintons Cards, Boots and Alliance and Leicester.   

 

Accessibility 

5.56 Plympton Ridgeway is well connected to surrounding residential areas.  There are 

two free car parks and local bus services run to neighbouring areas, as well as to 

Plymouth city centre.  The pedestrian environment is generally good with safe routes 

throughout the centre.   

 

Environmental quality 

5.57 Plympton is a pleasant centre with many older buildings constructed with local 

limestone, slate roofs and high quality fittings.  The centre feels safe and instances of 

anti-social behaviour are low.  The centre benefits from several areas of green space.  

 

Capacity for growth or change 

5.58 Both of the foodstores in Plympton are relatively small and dated and there could be 

an opportunity to expand these stores to provide more modern foodstores selling a 

wider range of goods that can better compete with larger out-of-centre stores.  There 

are potentially opportunities for development on existing surface car parks, but loss of 

car parking spaces could undermine the general health of the centre.  There is also 

an area of back-land development along the lines of St Stephen's Place. 

 

Performance over time 

5.59 Plympton has performed relatively well over time.  Take up rates have been relatively 

good for vacant units.   

 

Plymstock Broadway 
5.60 Plymstock Broadway is one of the largest District Centres in Plymouth containing a 

range of convenience, comparison and service units.  It is located to the south east of 

Plymouth city centre and attracts shoppers from the north and the east of the city.  It 

dates from the 1960s.      

 

Diversity of uses 

5.61 The centre includes approximately 68 units at ground floor and has a good mix of 

convenience, comparison and service uses.  
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Amount of floorspace 

5.62 Somerfield has approximately 1,348 sqm net retail floorspace and 2,955 sqm gross 

floorspace.  The additional units contain approximately 7,000 sqm gross.     

 

Retailer representation 

5.63 There are two foodstores in the centre, namely Somerfield and Lidl.  Other national 

multiple retailers include Specsavers, New Look, Clintons Cards, Superdrug, Iceland 

and Boots.  There is a good mix of services and there are several cafés and 

takeaways.  There are eight vacant units in the centre, which is equivalent to a 

vacancy rate of 12%.   

 

Accessibility 

5.64 The centre is a car orientated destination and is served by a large surface car park.  

There are no designated cycle routes but there are some cycle parking facilities 

adjacent to the car park.  The centre is served by various bus routes.  The main area 

is pedestrianised which creates a safe environment for pedestrians.    

 

Environmental quality 

5.65 The prime frontage of the centre is pedestrianised which provides a pleasant 

environment. There are numerous crossings from Radford Park Road to link into the 

main Broadway area. The access to the Broadway from the car park can be 

challenging sometimes due to volume of cars entering the car park which conflicts 

with pedestrian movement. More crossing from the car park to the Broadway would 

alleviate this. 

 

Capacity for growth or change 

5.66 There could be future opportunities to expand the centre including areas of car 

parking.  

 

Comparison with National Trends 
 

5.67 Using data supplied by the MHE UK shopping index report 2008, this section of the 

report aims to compare the District Centres in Plymouth with those in the surrounding 

Local Authorities, namely West Devon, South Hams and Caradon (Cornwall), as well 

as to make comparisons with national data. 

 

5.68 The centres were chosen by studying each Local Authority’s Development Plan 

Documents and/or the evidence base used to produce them.  For West Devon, ‘the 

centres’ were identified by the West Devon Retail Study (Final Report November 
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2005), as Tavistock and Okehampton. This report is identified as being one of the 

Evidence Base documents for the West Devon Core Strategy.   

 

5.69 For South Hams, the ‘district centres’ were taken to be those areas identified within 

the Core Strategy DPD (Adopted December 2006) as the ‘local centres’ (Salcombe) 

and the ‘Area Centres’ (Dartmouth, Ivybridge, Kingsbridge & Totnes). There were 

other centres listed, but not included in the MHE report. They are Sherford New 

Community, Chillington/Stokenham, Modbury, Woolwell & Yealmpton. These centres 

are assumed to be too small to be featured in the MHE database.  

 

5.70 For Caradon, the ‘district centres’ were identified in Caradon Local Plan (Adopted 

August 2007) Policy ALT7 (Protection of Shopping Cores), and supporting Maps as 

Looe, Saltash and Liskeard.  Two further centres, Callington and Torpoint, which are 
identified within the Small Dwellings and Town Centres Policy HO12 within the 

Caradon Local Plan were also included.  The centres used are summarised in the 

table below.   

 
Table 5.2 – Relevant MHE Centres 

Centre Local Authority MHE Location 
Grade 

MHE 2008 
Rank 

MHE 2008 
Score 

Plymstock Plymouth City Council Minor District 779 46 

Plympton Plymouth City Council Minor District 816 44 

Totnes South Hams Minor District 858 42 

Transit Way Plymouth City Council Minor District 1,018 35 

Mutley Plymouth City Council Minor District 1,066 34 

Tavistock West Devon Minor District 1,066 34 

Dartmouth South Hams Local  1,325 27 

Kingsbridge South Hams Local 1,364 26 

Roborough Plymouth City Council Local 1,481 24 

Tor Point Caradon Local 1,866 18 

Okehampton West Devon Local 1,950 17 

Liskeard Caradon Local 1,950 17 

Looe Caradon Local 2,133 15 

St Budeaux Plymouth City Council Minor Local 2,988 9 

Saltash Caradon Minor Local 3,120 8 

Salcombe South Hams Minor Local 3,321 7 

Ivybridge South Hams Minor Local 3,321 7 

Callington  Caradon Minor Local 3,575 6 

Estover Plymouth City Council Minor Local 5,257 2 
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5.71 The identified centres were compared to the District Centres in Plymouth using the 

following indicators in the MHE index: 

• MHE report ranking; 
• Location grade; 
• Market positioning; 
• Fashion market position; 
• Rank by Location Grade, National Average Comparison; and 
• Score by Location Grade, National Average Comparison 

 

MHE report ranking 

5.72 The MHE rank is based on a weighted scoring system which takes account of each 

centre’s provision of retailers and anchor stores.  Other factors are taken into account 

such as the provision of specialty stores, service operators, supermarkets, out-of-

town formats and factory outlets.  

 

5.73 Anchor stores, such as John Lewis, Marks & Spencer and Debenhams are given a 

higher score than other multiple operators in order to reflect their major influence on 

non-food shopping patterns, and it also takes into account the effect that food outlets 

have on shopping patterns.  Plymstock has the highest ranking (779) out of all of the 

centres, followed by Plympton (816), which is comparable to Totnes, which has a 

rank score of 858.   

 
Location Grade 

5.74 The locations in the MHE Index are graded from ‘Major City’ to ‘Minor Local’.  Each 

location grade is then further arranged by MHE grade.  Plymouth contains four ‘Minor 

District’ centres (Plymstock, Plympton, Transit Way and Mutley); South Hams and 

West Devon have one centre each. There are no Minor District centres in Caradon. 

 

5.75 There are seven ‘local centre’ locations, of which only one is in Plymouth 

(Roborough), two in South Hams (Dartmouth and Kingsbridge), three in Caradon (Tor 

Point, Liskeard and Looe) and one in West Devon (Okehampton).  There are six 

‘Minor Local’ locations including Estover and St Budeaux in Plymouth (both District 

Centres within the LDF).  Whilst Estover has a large foodstore which serves a large 

catchment area, there are only seven other occupied units and the range of facilities 

is limited.  Saltash and Callington in Caradon and two in South Hams (Salcombe and 

Ivybridge).   

 
Market Positioning 

5.76 Each location in the shopping index is allocated a market position (i.e. ‘value’ through 

to ‘luxury’) which illustrates the market position of each centre’s retail offer.  The 

classification used reflects the most dominant type of retail identified within the 
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centre.  A ‘value’ rating indicates a larger proportion of budget shops and is 

characteristic of discount orientated centres, while ‘luxury’ indicates more expensive, 

exclusive shops. 

 

5.77 It is important to remember that this ranking is based on proportions, not numbers, so 

a large city centre location may have 10 ‘luxury’ shops, but will rank poorly if it also 

has 90 ‘value’ shops.  On the other hand, a smaller location may rank better if it has 

four ‘luxury’ but only one ‘value’ shops.   

 

5.78 The bulk of the centres have a ‘Middle’ market position.  Only three of the defined 

District Centres in Plymouth have a ‘Fashion Market’ position; Plymstock is classified 

as a ‘lower’ location; Plympton and Transit Way are defined as ‘value’ locations.  One 

should note that the definition of the ‘centre’ at Transit Way may include retail units 

which fall outside of the defined centre however.  

 

5.79 In the neighbouring local authorities, Okehampton is defined as a ‘value’ location.  

Totnes, Tavistock, Kingsbridge, Liskeard and Looe are defined as ‘lower’ locations.  

Given the relatively low number of rated centres and the niche quality of the category, 

these values are perhaps less informative. 

 

5.80 In conclusion, Plymouth has a good supply of ‘mid-market centre’ locations and its 

local centres are of a generally good quality. It is lacking in both value and upper-

middle market centres (compared to national and neighbouring averages) and its 

‘minor district’ and ‘minor local’ centres are of a generally low quality.  It is notable 

that the more traditional centres of Plympton, Plymstock, and Mutley Plain score 

highly.  Transit Way also features but is likely to be based upon a wider definition of 

the centre and in reality probably is more comparable with Estover / Roborough.  The 

rank also demonstrates that St Budeaux is perhaps not a strong ‘district centre’ as it 

could be.  
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6 Assessment of Local Centres 

 

6.1 The current network of existing Local Centres is identified in Appendix 3.  Appendices 

4 and 5 provide detail of the composition and the number of units (including units that 

are vacant) within each centre. 

 

6.2 The current network of Local Centres demonstrates a relatively well distributed 

pattern across the urban area.  The excludes the three new local centres identified in 

the Core Strategy (Devonport, Millbay and Plymstock Quarry).  There are potentially 

several gaps within the urban area however when existing and planned District 

Centres (and other out of centre food retailing) is taken account of, then these gaps 

are less apparent.   

 

6.3 The density of centres is greater within the more historic centre of the urban area 

(south of A38) and as one travels further north and west the density of centres 

reduces.   

 

6.4 The matrix contained in Appendix 4 provides comparative data for each of the defined 

Local Centres.  This highlights some of the key components of each centre including 

key retailers, number of units and vacancies.  There are a number of retail locations 

(identified in bold) which are identified as “other centres / parades” in the Council’s 

Local Plan.  These are generally small however; West Hoe stands out with eight units 

and a good range of services including a foodstore, post office and newsagent. 

 

6.5 We consider that there are a number of other existing Local Centres and other retail 

destinations that are potentially too small in scale (less than ten units), short and 

disparate frontages, and/or limited in offer to represent the designation as a Local 

Centre.  These centres are (those denoted with * are marginal judgements): 

 

• Chaddlewood (*) 

• Clittaford Road 

• Congreave Gardens 

• Dale Road 

• Delamere Road 

• Efford 

• Eggbuckland 

• George Street 

• Ham Green (*) 

• Henders Corner 

• Honicknowle (*) 

• Hooe 

• Keyham 

• King Street 

• Leigham 

• Lipson Vale 

• Milehouse 

• North Prospect 

• Oreston 

• Pennycomequick 
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• Seagrave Road 

• Stone Barton (*) 

• Tamerton Foliot 

• Union Street (*) 

• Upland Drive (*) 

• West Hoe 

 

6.6 These Centres are defined by the Core Strategy.  Any amendments to their status will 

need to be undertaken as part of the Sustainable Neighbourhoods DPD or Core 

Strategy revision. 
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7 Policy Advice on Planning for Centres  
 

7.1 Following the audit of the district and local centres set out above we provide 

provisional advice on the broad strategy for each of the centres.  This is followed by 

consideration of the hierarchy of centres within Plymouth having regard to a variety of 

factors, including spatial gaps in convenience goods provision. 

 
Retail Centres Hierarchy and Overall Strategy 

7.2 In accordance with the Sustainable Neighbourhoods work and PPS4, the intention for 

the retail centre hierarchy is one which allows for changing retailing markets whilst 

ensuring that centres are accessible and well related to surrounding homes and 

businesses. 

 

7.3 The hierarchy should also have regard to (and prioritise where appropriate) areas of 

deprivation within Plymouth which presently exist towards the western urban area as 

seen on the Figure below. 

 

Figure 7.1 – Areas of Deprivation in Plymouth 
 

 

 

7.4 Excluding the City Centre, the role and function of existing and new centres will be in 

part informed by quantitative need.  The most recent assessment of need (2006) sets 

the policy context for the creation of two new district centres for example.  Any further 
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amendments to the retail hierarchy should ideally have reference to an updated 

assessment of quantitative retail need.   

 

7.5 We do not consider that the forthcoming SPD is an appropriate policy document to 

make any amendments to the existing retail hierarchy.  That said the following 

provides initial observations on the hierarchy based upon site visits made and other 

data available at this time.  It is more appropriate that any future review of the Core 

Strategy and Proposals Map DPDs should formalise any changes from the existing 

hierarchy. 

 

District Centres 

7.6 There are a number of centres where the role and function should be enhanced to 

something that more broadly accords with national definition of a ‘district centre’.  

Within some of the centres, a poor diversity of uses exist, which is largely related to 

the way in which some of the centres have evolved.  The Council may wish to explore 

ways to increase the diversity of uses within these centres through the development 

plan and development management decision making to enhance their role through 

the creation of further retail and non-retail functions.  This may be achievable within 

the boundaries of some centres, where there is an extensive amount of surface car 

parking.    

 

7.7 We concur with the need for two new ‘district centres’ at Derriford and Weston Mill.  

Predominantly these centres should provide for main food shopping however it will be 

crucial to ensure that other services are provided at these new centres to ensure 

more sustainable patterns of development.  The potential trading effects of the 

Derriford District centre have been highlighted in the Cushman and Wakefield 2010 

Derriford Study. 

 

7.8 In respect of the new Derriford District Centre this would likely reconfirm the recent 

shift of Crownhill from a District Centre to a Local Centre. It remains to be an 

important centre spatially and therefore its performance should be monitored carefully 

as the new centre at Derriford comes forward.  Other nearby shopping, such as at 

Upland Drive, is less likely to be affected given likely shopping patterns and the very 

localised nature of the shopping offer. 

 

7.9 The appropriate development solution for a new Centre at Derriford is being 

considered separately, however it will be important that it is well related to the existing 

commercial uses in the area and the neighbourhoods that it will serve.  A significant 

sized foodstore is anticipated as part of a well rounded mix of other uses to ensure 
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that it provides a sustainable offer.  It is also intended that Derriford becomes a 

‘major’ District Centre.  On this basis, the growth and potential impact of other District 

and Local Centres in the northern Plymouth area will need to be carefully managed. 

 

7.10 In St Budeaux, the existing primary frontage along Wolseley Road contains quite a 

mix of retail and service uses (especially to the south of Trelawney Avenue).  This will 

likely be the ‘core’ of the centre in the future and should therefore be protected.  

Properties at the junction of Trelawney Place and Victoria Avenue have been 

converted to residential use and therefore should be excluded from the town centre 

boundary.  We do not consider that the new Lidl store with community centre should 

be included in the centre given the difficulty with crossing Wolseley Road.   

 

7.11 St Budeaux is one of the smaller District Centres, with a limited retail offer.  The 

centre does not benefit from a significantly sized or modern foodstore.  In terms of the 

functions the centre performs, it might be concluded that St Budeaux has more of the 

characteristics of a large local centre than a district centre.  It is, however, in an 

important location in the west of the city serving the needs of several 

neighbourhoods.  The Council may wish to consider the merits of re-classifying St 

Budeaux as a local centre.   

 

7.12 Surveys have revealed that St Budeaux may have the ability to expand if a number of 

parcels of land could be brought forward together allowing an expansion of the 

existing foodstore.  If the centre was to expand, this would clearly reinforce its status 

as a District Centre, but there is no evidence at the present time to suggest that 

development of these sites is likely.   

 

7.13 The 2006 Shopping Study showed a need for additional food retailing in the west of 

the city and suggested that a new District Centre should be created at Weston Mill.  

The Core Strategy followed this by identifying the need for a new District Centre at 

Weston Mill, and limiting the size of such a centre to encourage a complementary 

relationship with St Budeaux District Centre.  Clearly the performance of St Budeaux 

District Centre needs to be closely monitored within the context set by the Core 

Strategy and the findings set out in this report.   

 

7.14 In Mutley Plain, there is an issue of long standing first floor vacancies.  In order to 

address this issue we recommend that, in the first instance, the Council should 

undertake additional work to understand the problem in more detail by collecting 

information on why upper floors are vacant, undertaking surveys of previous uses and 

how long properties have been vacant for.   
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7.15 Armed with such evidence, it may also be appropriate as a policy option to encourage 

residential and other uses, such as offices or services on the upper floors.  A flexible 

stance towards other town centre uses and residential uses in such space can 

increase footfall and add to the vitality and viability of Mutley Plain.  The Council 

should make the most of existing buildings through the use of national initiatives such 

as ‘living over the shop’ (LOTS), which encourages the conversion of commercial 

floorspace to residential uses.    

 

7.16 In relation to the proposed new District Centre at Weston Mill, it will also be important 

for the Council to ensure that proposals at Weston Mill create a genuine District 

Centre with a good mix of uses including non-retail uses, as well as local public 

facilities.   

 

Local Centres 

7.17 PPS4 encourages small parades of shops not to be identified as local centres.  There 

are a large number of existing Local Centres that this guidance might apply to.  It will 

be important, ahead of any potential de-designation (or re-designation as 

‘Neighbourhood Centres’), that the spatial distribution of centres is carefully 

considered.  It would not represent sustainable development should centres be de-

designated leaving a large gap in provision.  For example: 

 

• Hooe and Oreston – provide an offer in the southern area of Plymstock 

 

• Upland Drive, Clittaford Road and Tamerton Foliot – collectively provide an offer 

to the northern fringe 

 

• Eggbuckland, Delamere Road, Efford and Leigham – collectively provide an offer 

in the east central area 

 

• Union Street, King Street, Pennycomequick, West Hoe and Dale Road – 

collectively provide offer around the western edges of the City Centre 

 

• Milehouse, Seagrave Road, Ham Green, North Prospect and Keyham – 

collectively provide offer around the west central area  

 

7.18 In each of the above cases it would be unadvisable to remove the status of all of the 

Local Centres as this could create significant new gaps in shopping provision in due 

course.  This would be particularly inappropriate in the areas of deprivation in the 
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western urban area.  Nevertheless, it may be appropriate to deallocate centres to 

promote growth at others within each of these groupings. 

 

7.19 We understand that, as part of a wider regeneration initiative, a new ‘community hub’ 

is proposed close to North Prospect Local Centre.  This will contain a small element 

of retail floorspace as part of a wider neighbourhood regeneration scheme.  The 

identified site lies in close proximity to existing local centres at Ham Green, Seagrave 

Road and Wolseley Road.  In particular, Ham Green and Seagrave Road are small 

Local Centres which have a limited range of facilities.  Wolseley Road is a larger 

centre, providing a good range of services and a reasonably sized Coop foodstore.   

 

7.20 New retail floorspace outside of the existing centres may not be sustainable given the 

existing density of centres in this area, many of which are already relatively small.  It 

may be more appropriate to enhance the retail offer at the centrally located North 

Prospect Local Centre, maintain Wolsely Road, and allow Ham Green and Seagrave 

Road to change to alternative uses over time in a coordinated and sustainable 

manner.      

 
7.21 It is also conceivable that, in due course, new local centres would be created as part 

of urban fringe residential growth and gaps that currently exist in parts of Plympton 

Ridgeway, Plymstock Broadway, North and North east.  The Core Strategy identifies 

new Local Centres at Devonport, Millbay and Plymstock Quarry which should also be 

taken into account. 

 

Amendments to Centre Boundaries 
7.22 Policies contained within the Core Strategy do not define primary or secondary 

frontages within district or local centres. The Core Strategy notes in paragraph 7.46, 

that these boundaries will be identified within the Shopping Centres Supplementary 

Planning Document. 

  

7.23 The primary frontages identified within the district centres should form the ‘primary 

shopping centre’ as defined by PPS4, and therefore be the first preference within the 

sequential approach.  Each centre’s boundary will include the primary shopping 

frontage as well as areas of predominant town centre uses (including business, 

leisure and other local public facilities) adjacent to the primary shopping area. 

 

7.24 The town centre boundary of Plympton Ridgeway could be adjusted at Mudge Way to 

include the Methodist Church and related car parking but exclude residential property 

recently development on the west side of the road.  No other changes to the 
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boundary would be required.  The primary frontage should be reduced to the far east 

on the southern side of the Ridgeway to reflect the newly constructed mixed use 

scheme.  

 

7.25 Estover, Roborough and Transit Way town centre boundaries remain broadly 

appropriate.  Each includes the retail units, related surface car parking, and servicing 

as ‘in centre’.  It may be appropriate to include a number of uses to the east of 

Estover which include a public house, community hall etc which all contribute to the 

offer of the centre.  Depending upon how the vacant land to the north east of the 

existing centre at Roborough is treated, it may be appropriate to include the recent 

Lidl store which lies further to the north within the District Centre. 

 

7.26 We do not suggest including the other retail properties to the north of Transit Way’s 

boundary where there are a number of additional retailing units beyond the District 

Centre boundary.  Any extension of the boundary could permit additional retail 

development to the detriment of higher order centres (i.e. the city centre).  The 

primary shopping frontages for these three centres remain appropriate though Transit 

Way will need to be redefined following redevelopment. 

 

7.27 The boundaries of Mutley Plain and Plymstock Broadway are considered by officers 

at the Council to be relevant.  St Budeaux should be amended to exclude recently 

converted residential properties at the junction of Trelawney Place and Victoria 

Avenue.  The development opportunity to the north should not be included within the 

District Centre boundary at this time. 

 

7.28 Of the Local Centres that were reviewed by Cushman & Wakefield the following 

comments are made: 

 

• Chaddlewood – primary frontage remains appropriate, though centre could 

include the public house to the east, although consideration should be given to 

the difference in gradient between the shops and the public house.  No 

development opportunities. 

 

• Colebrook – centre boundary remains appropriate.  Possible garage 

redevelopment opportunity.  Primary frontage broken but appropriate. 

 

• Crownhill – centre boundary appropriate.  No development opportunities. 
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• Ham Green – very small centre which may not be appropriate to designate as 

Local Centre 

 

• Marlborough Street – centre boundary appropriate, though the primary frontage 

may be reduced to focus on core retailing in line with Policy CS07 

 

• Stoke Village – centre boundary remains appropriate.  No development 

opportunities. 

 

• Whitleigh Green – primary frontage and centre boundary remain appropriate 

 

• Woolwell – outside of local authority boundary. 

 

• Victoria Road – boundary should exclude two units on corner of Lynher Street.  

Primary frontage remains appropriate 

 

Development Opportunities at Identified Centres 
7.29 Subject to further retail need being identified, and in addition to new District Centres 

being promoted, there are a variety of suitable development opportunities within and 

around the District Centres as follows: 

 

• surface car parking and surrounding landscaping of Roborough and Estover 

(within centres).  These are in private ownership but appear to be available 

subject to the successful reprovision of any lost spaces; 

 

• possible foodstore extension to east of Plympton Ridgeway Coop and/or St 

Stephens Place car parking.  This is a well used car park however and important 

to the centre given out of centre competition.  Replacement spaces would need 

to be successfully reprovided for the continued health of the centre; 

 

• Plymstock Broadway car parking is also well used and an important ingredient to 

the success of the centre.  Partial redevelopment may only be appropriate if new 

floorspace is well related to existing provision and car parking is reprovided in an 

attractive manner; and  

 

• Vacant public house (Trewlaney Arms) and land comprising the existing Co-Op, 

library and former Methodist Church in St Budeaux (subject to library 

reprovision). 
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7.30 Mutley Plain is fairly constrained by residential uses to accommodate any significant 

development site off the main lineal route.  The above sites all appear to have 

reasonable prospects of being available and viable.  We are not aware of any obvious 

significant retail development opportunity sites which exist in identified Local Centres.   

 

7.31 The health and well being of identified centres across Plymouth varies significantly.  

Changing demographic and economic conditions have meant that some centres have 

faired better than others in recent years.  There are a number of centres for example 

that have been developed more recently and which offer more modern flexible retail 

units in a well laid out format.  More traditional centres within terraced housing areas 

tend to be less successful comparatively. 

 

7.32 Plymouth has a large number of existing Local Centres, many of which are very close 

to one another.  A large proportion only serve a neighbourhood catchment and should 

therefore be afforded less policy emphasis to try to encourage investment in the more 

sustainably located and more successful / established centres.  Investment should be 

directed from both public and private sector sources and tied in within wider 

regeneration initiatives such as around the North Prospect area.  Coordinated 

marketing of the key centres should also be undertaken to assist in their health and 

well-being. 

 

7.33 The Local Development Framework should therefore identify a hierarchy of District, 

Local and Neighbourhood Centres under the City Centre.  Planning policy should 

encourage investment at each tier of centre in a sequential manner and at an 

appropriate scale.  The non-retail offer will be a particularly important policy agenda 

for those District Centres dominated by a single foodstore.  The table below 

summarises our view on a District Centre policy / investment strategy. 
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Figure 7.1 – District Centre Policy Suggestions 

Centre Policy Direction Comments 

Derriford Grow a major new 

district centre 

Ensure full range of District Centre uses well 

integrated with existing commercial uses. 

Scale of centre will be large relative to other 

District Centres.   

Estover Enhance range of 

uses through 

development 

Surface car parking and landscaped areas 

may allow wider offer. 

Mutley Plain Support continued 

form and health 

No development sites.  Upper floor 

occupation should be encouraged through an 

appraisal of potential for residential use and, if 

appropriate, proactive planning policy for 

reuse 

Plymstock 

Broadway 

Support continued 

form and health 

Consider development opportunity (if 

necessary in the longer term) on existing car 

parking carefully to ensure overall health is 

protected / enhanced. 

Plympton 

Ridgeway 

Support continued 

form and health 

Consider development opportunity (if 

necessary in the longer term) on existing car 

parking carefully to ensure overall health is 

protected / enhanced. 

Roborough Enhance range of 

uses through 

development 

Surface car parking and landscaped areas 

may allow wider offer. 

St Budeaux Support through 

mix of consolidation 

of frontage and 

growth 

Retail-led development opportunity to be 

promoted to ensure that centre can be 

maintained alongside a new centre at Weston 

Mill. 

Transit Way Enhance range of 

uses through 

redevelopment 

Carefully manage retailing on the edge of the 

district centre to ensure well being of defined 

centre. 

Weston Mill Grow new centre Ensure full range of District Centre uses. 

Manage impact on St Budeaux particularly.  

Seek greatest benefits for are of deprivation. 

 

7.34 The distinction between Local Centres and the new Neighbourhood Centres 

(undefined by national policy) tier is challenging to define.  There are a number of 

characteristics to take into account, including number and range of units, catchment 
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area (shopping patterns), locational characteristics (e.g. areas of deprivation and 

where the centre is a neighbourhood’s focus) and inter-relationships with other 

centres.  This report has identified 26 centres that may be appropriately classed as 

Neighbourhood Centres, although six of which could be arguably Local Centres 

based upon existing form alone.  The following hierarchy is therefore recommended: 

 
Table 7.2 – Suggested Retail Hierarchy  

City Centre 

Plymouth 

Major District Centre 

Derriford (new) 

District Centres 

Mutley Plain Roborough Plymstock Ridgeway 

Transit Way Estover Weston Mill (new) 

St Budeaux Plympton Broadway  

Local Centres 

Albert Road 

Barbican 

Beaumont Road 

Chaddlewood 

Colebrook 

Coypool 

Crownhill 

Cumberland Street 

Ebrington Street 

Elburton 

Embankment Road 

Ernesettle  

Higher Compton 

Hyde Park 

Marlborough Street 

Peverell Corner 

Peverell park Road  

Plymouth Road 

Salisbury Road 

Southway 

Station Road (Devonport) 

Stoke Village 

Underwood 

Victoria Road 

West Park 

Whitleigh Green 

Wolseley Road 

Devonport (new) 
Millbay (new) 
Plymstock Quarry (new) 

Neighbourhood Centres 

Clittaford Road 

Congreve Gardens 

Dale Road 

Delamere Road 

Efford 

Eggbuckland 

George Street  

Glenholt 

Ham Green 

Hender's Corner 

Honicknowle  

Hooe 

Keyham 

King Street 

Leigham 

Lipson Vale 

Milehouse 

North Prospect 

Oreston 

Pennycomequick 

Segrave Road 

Stone Barton 

Tamerton Foliot 

Union Street 

Upland Drive 

West Hoe 

 

 

7.35 Development management policies would be most protective of the retailing function 

of District Centres, less so in Local Centres (particularly outside of the defined 
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frontages), and most flexible in Neighbourhood Centres (which may not define 

frontages but only centre boundaries).  This aspect of policy will be an important part 

of any future SPD public consultation. 

 

7.36 It should also be noted that the above policy direction may be adjusted following any 

updated assessment of retail need.  It is also important to note that in addition to any 

clarity on centre hierarchy and related planning policy either through the SPD or the 

development plan documents, the Council should consider other means of promoting 

investment in the identified Centres, such as business support, the use of town centre 

mangers, and ‘shop local’ initiatives. 
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Appendix 1 – Plan of Centres and Other Retail Destinations 
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Appendix 2 – District / Local Centre Proformas  
 



Roborough

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 20.0% Dominant Tesco foodstore
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 60.0%
A2 Financial & Professional 20.0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0.0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0.0%
A5 Take Away 0.0%
Vacant Units 0.0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0.0%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
The following facilities were not identified 
within Widewell: Local shops (only one 
identified), post office, neighbourhood 
sports facilities and small parks.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage 
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

The rolling topography can create 
barriers to pedestrian and cycle 
movement. The A386 Tavistock Road 
creates a barrier to pedestrians along 
the eastern boundary of widewell. There 
are a couple of pedestrian 
bridge/subway crossings.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
Poor accessibility to greenspace and 
movement around by foot and cycle.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

There is 1 bus stop just within a walking 
catchment area of the Shopping Hub. 
Bus routes head North/South and East.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

There is a lack of high-quality buildings in
the surrounding area, the district centre 
is better.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x
Glenholt and widewell are of no particular
concern.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

The area feels fairly green, surrounded 
by green valleys which development 
overlooks, and with many trees within the
built up area. Generally development 
backs onto open spaces and more or 
less ignores the natural environment that 
surrounds it.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) Venture House, Tavistock Road, PL6 7BB. 
B1 Office , £9,500 p.a. (approx £10.92 psf) 81m² 
Stratton Creber Commercial. (2) 7 Darklake 
View, PL6 7TL . B1 Office , £50,000 p.a. (approx 
£7.44 psf) 289m², Stratton Creber Commercial

Tesco Extra, Johnsons dry cleaners, Warrens 
bakers and Coop travel

Average

2. Photo #:

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

New retail planning application adjacent to centre.
Surface car parking available for development 
subject to securing appropriate replacement 
(would require Tesco support).  Other open land 
potentially available.

AP

Modern compact centre without obvious need to 
consolidate

292 ft

BW 08.07.10

0
0
0
0

5

5

Inside Boundary; None Outside Boundary; 
CSA office close by, some greens.

None

Number
1
3
1
0



Estover

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 11.1% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 33.3% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 11.1%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0.0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 11.1%
A5 Take Away 11.1%
Vacant Units 11.1%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 11.1%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
The following facilities were noted as 
lacking; Local green, local public sports 
facilities, leisure/arts centre.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage  
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

See separate list for examples
Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Rolling topography makes movement 
difficult, many cul-de-sacs, but many 
pedestrian connections. Also A few 
unofficial cut-throughs.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

poor connections to neighbouring 
districts and routes do not have 
adequate street lighting.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x
Miller Road local centre is on local 
route, 2 bus stops close by.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x Blunts lane used for fly tipping, 

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Area of no particular concern in terms of 
crime, but Estover district centre 
becomes a focus for anti-social 
behaviour at night

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

3 public open spaces for social use, no 
public open space for sport, 
development disregards ecology, 75%+ 
of neighbourhood within walking 
catchment of some open space. There 
is an urban plaza for meeting.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

Inside Boundary; None Outside Boundary; 
Church, Community Centre & Housing Office, 
Health Centres, Library, Sports Fields (private), 
Sports Centre, Creche/Nursery

One vacant charity shop in the middle of the 
parade

Number
1
3
1
0

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Modern compact centre.  Although levels are not 
helpful, the parade is an important addition to 
the main foodstore offer

7

BW 08.07.10

1
1
1

Opportunities include surface car parking, 
adjacent open space and reconfiguration of 
community faciltities.  The parking and facilities 
would need to be replaced as part of any 
scheme

AP

289 ft

1

9

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) Lynher House, Unit 3 Bush Park PL6 7RG. 
B1 Offices  to let, £24,993.75 p.a. (£10.75psf) 
216m² King Sturge. (2) Unit 2, Buckland House 
PL6 5WR. B1 Offices , Rent £16,840 p.a 
(approx £10.00 psf) Sale Price: £330,000 156m² 
King Sturge (3) Suite C2, Phoenix

Asda, Betfred and Boots pharmacy

Average

2. Photo #:



Plympton Ridgeway

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 6.4% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 40.4% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 17.0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 4.3%
A4 Drinking Establishments 2.1%
A5 Take Away 3.2%
Vacant Units 12.8%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 13.8%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders Wide range of shops which serve a 
wider area and whose catchment area 
extends north up to colebrook and 
woodford, and east into chaddlewood.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage  
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

See separate list for examples
Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

It is possible to move by foot fairly easily 
from Plimpton  St Maurice itself to  and 
from the district shopping centre at 
Ridgeway by way of the Pathfields.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

It is easier for cyclists to travel east/west 
along the Ridgeway than the routes 
through Plympton St Maurice and 
Underwood, where the routes are 
narrower and are moe hazardous for 
cyclists.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

There are good and frequent public 
transport links to the neighbourhood 
centre at Ridgeway

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Many of the older buildings use use local
limestone intheir construction and have 
good quality slate roofs and high quality 
fittings.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

In general the neighbourhood feels very 
safe during the daytime and appears to 
suffer little from anti-social behavious at 
night. However, some of the green 
spaces and play areas have very little 
natural surveillance.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

There are a number of different types of 
green space within and around the 
neighbourhood and the majority of the 
residents live within a five minute walk 
zone of one of these. Good accessibility.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

Inside Boundary; none Outside Boundary; 
Churches, Neighbourhood Sports Facilities, 
Community Centre, Library, Small Park

Limited, some new, but generally dispersed

Number
6

38
16
4

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Fringes appear relatively strong and well 
occipied.  Number of vacancies in centre 
suggest reasonable health and apparent need to 
contract.

57

BW 09.07.10

2
3

12

Possible surface car park opportunities but loss 
of spaces could undermine the general health of 
the centre.  Possible backland development 
along the lines of St Stephen's Place.

AP

785.860 ft

13

94

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) 12-14 St Stephens Place, Lease Assignment, 
£30,000 p.a. comprising ground and 1st floor 
retail accommodation . Use class A2, 149m² (2) 
Unit 2, 80 Ridgeway Walk, £36,000 p.a. 
comprising Ground floor retail accommodation 
and ancillary space. Use class A1

2. Photo #:



Plymstock Broadway

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 7 10% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 27 38.60% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 19 27.10%
A3 Café & Restaurant 2 2.90%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 5 7.10%
Vacant Units 8 11.40%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 68 * 97.10% *See "other" uses for two more units

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
contains a good range of shops 
including general store, 2 supermarkets, 
opticians, chemist and betting shop plus 
library and community centre.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage  
Length of longest continuous frontage 461.352
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

JAG, Specsavers, Warrens, New Look, 
Clinton Cards, Peacock Stores, 
Superdrug, Iceland, Boots, first Choice, 
Co-op Pharmacy, Lidl, Betfred

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x x

The Centre has a high reliance on 
access by car and is served by a large 
surface car park.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

The Plymstock Broadway Centre has a 
catchment area of 24 ha giving a 
catchment population of 1116 which is 
considered low - yet the centre functions 
well due to high reliance on access by 
car.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

The prime frontage of the centre is 
pedestrianised which provides a 
pleasant environment. There are 
numerous crossings from radford Park 
Road to link into the main broadway 
area. The access to the broadway from 
the car park can be challenging 
sometimes due to volume of cars 
entering the car park which conflicts with 
pedestrian movement. More crossingd 
from the car park to thr broadway would 
alleviate this.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no designated cycle routes in 
the neighbourhood however this is not 
considered to be an issue due to 
topography.

Provision of cycle parking x x
There are some cycle parking facilities 
located near the car park

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
Frequency of public transport x See 3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x See 4.3-4

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x x

The neighbourhood contains areas of 
concern in terms of crime. It is ranked 
12th worst neighbourhood in Plymouth. 

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x See 1.6-7, 3.5, 5.2
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/A

all units within the centre have active uses 
associated with the role and function of the 

centre. Site visit did not reveal any evidence to 
demonstrate reasons to contract the centre.

Launderette(sui-generis) and Womens Gym (D2) 
(2.9%), Plymstock Library

32

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Opportunities to expand could include some use 
of car parking. Surrounding area is residential.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

High

Lidstones Butchers

2. Photo #:



Mutley Plain

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 6 4.48%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 38 28.36%
A2 Financial & Professional 39 29.10%
A3 Café & Restaurant 9 6.72%
A4 Drinking Establishments 8 5.97%
A5 Take Away 9 6.72%
Vacant Units 25 18.66%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0.00%
Total 134 100.00%

Commentary on vacant units

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage  
Length of longest continuous frontage 376 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for 
let / sale and the agent's details. 
Revert back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

Car parking around Mutley Plain can 
be difficult which results in visitors to 
the centre parking in surrounding 
residential streets which are subject to 
permit parking at certain hours. There 
is a split level car park along

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

The current population for Mutley & 
Greenbank is 13,359,
which can support 2 neighbourhood 
centres and 3-6 local
centres. There may be seasonal 
variations in population
within the neighbourhood due to the 
large student
population within Mutley & Greenbank. 
Mutley Plain district centre – Actual 
catchment
population approx. 2,677

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

g y
the City Centre
(A374/ A386) runs along the southern 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x x

There are no cycle routes throughout 
the centre. This is surprising 
considering the centre is is located 
along a strategic route in and out of 
the city.

Provision of cycle parking x
There are cycle parking facilities within 
the centre

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x x

Many of the city's bus routes pass 
through Mutley Plain. This provides a 
very frequent public transport service 
which probably exceeds the 
expectations for a district centre.

Frequency of public transport x x See above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Footpaths are generally well 
maintained, however the remainder of 
the street scene is fairly cluttered with 
barriers and low quality street planters 
and seating.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x See above.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The neighbourhood of Mutley & 
Greenbank is an area of
concern in terms of crime, ranking 15th 
worst
neighbourhood in Plymouth. There 
were some signs of crime within the 
centre in the form of graffiti. It is likely 
that this ranking is also a result of 
alcohol related crime, due to the 
drinking establishments within the 
centre.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Maintenance and repair of buildings 
within the centre is generally good with 
a few poorer quality examples.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x

There is a lack of greenspace within 
the neighbourhood and this is 
particularly the case with Mutley Plain 
which is surrounded by long streets 
with terraced housing. The street 
scene is also lacking in trees and 
green infrastructure. 

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any 
allocations in existing plans and why 
they have remained undeveloped. 
Desktop exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the 
edges primarily.  Are these areas in 
active uses associated with the role 
and function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:

The Co-op Convenience store, Dominoes 
Pizza, Barclays, Halifax, 

Nationwide.Subway, Best One convenience 
Store, Bradleys EA, Fulfords EA, Oggy 

average

Mutley Plain district centre (based on 
the ‘District

Shopping Centre’), which contains a 
very large variety of

facilities and is well used. The centre 
is based on both

sides of the B3250, which is a busy, 
wide road with 4

lanes.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Opportunities for expansion are limited due to 
surrounding residential

See information on vacant units

Opportunities to consolidate the centre would 
take the form of conversion to residential. This 
would need to be investigated in relation to 1st 
floor and 2nd floor vacancies. The centre is in 

need of public realm improvements.

Launderette, tattoo parlour, piercing, car sales, 
gym, social club, motor garage, outreach 

centre, drugs and alcohol services, Motorcycle 
sales and repairs, Job agency, offices.

50

The vacant units are dispersed throughout the 
centre. 14 out of the 25 vacancies are 1st or 
2nd floor units, which reduced the number of 

groud floor vacant units to 11. *Awaiting 
information on whether these vacancies are 

longstanding.*

Traffic light' system

 



St Budeaux

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2.9% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 47.1% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 17.6%
A3 Café & Restaurant 5.9%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0.0%
A5 Take Away 17.6%
Vacant Units 5.9%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 2.9%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for 
let / sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x See 3.6
Provision of cycle paths/routes x See 3.7-8
Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
Frequency of public transport See 3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x See 4.3-4

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x See 4.5

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x See 1.6-7, 3.5, 5.2
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any 
allocations in existing plans and why 
they have remained undeveloped. 
Desktop exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

None

Limited and generally scattered.  Some recent

Number
1

16
6
2

Vacant within the last year

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Vacant public house potential opportunity in the 
middle of the centre.  Close to residential 
properties.  Would not likely have own car 
parking

AP

Extent of centre adversely affected by busy 
highways therefore length of frontages relatively 
limited.  Fringe areas showing signs of decline.  
Possible contraction of centre.

Traffic light' system

 

16

0
6
2

482 ft

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:

BW 09.07.10

1

34



Transit Way

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 7.1% Dominant Tesco
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 57.1%
A2 Financial & Professional 7.1%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0.0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0.0%
A5 Take Away 0.0%
Vacant Units 28.6%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0.0%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders Good access to a large local green, 
dentist and religious facilities.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

The neighbourhood has an undulating 
topography and the steep hills hinder 
pedestrian movement throughout the 
area.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There is a cycle lane along crownhill 
road, so cyclists should feel a bit safer 
along this busy route, however there 
are no other cycle paths within the area 
and some of the roads are fairly narrow, 
with cars parked on either side of the 
road (and on the 

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

The district centre is served by four bus 
routes, there is a bus stop directly in 
front of the hypermarket.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x
There are mainly low quality houses 
and streets within the neighbourhood. 

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

In general although this neighbourhood 
is of low quality housing in the  area 
does feel fairly safe. There is a lot of 
natural surveillance.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

Transit way district centre is adjacent to 
green space, but there are no public 
squares or benches for people to meet.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

Inside Boundary; None Outside Boundary; 
Green, Dentist, Religious Meeting Facility

Significant level of vacancies furthest from 
Tesco, some recent

Number
1
8
1
0

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

 Purpose built centre with limited opportunity to 
consolidate despite vacancies.  Redevlopment 
anticpated.

1

BW 09.07.10

0
0
4

Redevelopment of entire centre anticpated.  
Significant car parking available for development 
otherwise.  Recent opening of Argos store has 
bolstered centre further.

AP

261.352 ft

0

14

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) Unit 1 Brooklands, Budshead Road, PL6 
5XR. B1 Office , £32,013 p.a. (approx £12.50 
psf) 124m² Alder King (2) Hatfield House, 
Burrington Way, PL5 3LZ. B1 Office , £130,000 
p.a. (approx £6.50 psf) 1,858m² King Sturge

Tesco, Coop, 

Average

2. Photo #:



Glenholt

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 33.3 See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2 66.6 included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0
A5 Take Away 0 0
Vacant Units 0 0
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0
Total 3 0

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 167 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for 
let / sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On street car parking which is sufficient 
for the size of the centre

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

The centre is located within a 
reisidential street and is not located on 
a through route, therefore, pedestrian 
footfall is likely to be fairly limited. 
Pedestrian movement is good with wide 
streets, good visability and low traffic 
levels.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x See above

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities in and 
around the centre, however this is not 
considered to be an issue. Topography 
is likely to be challenge to cyclists.

Provision of cycle parking See above
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
Frequency of public transport x See 3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x Good

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x
Limited seating and planting, no public 
art

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
No signs of vandalism throughout the 
centre

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x
buildings are in a good state of repair 
and the centre in general is well 

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre
Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

N/A

N/A

Premier convenience store

N/A

N/A

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

There are opportunities to expand the centre 
such as a parking area to the west of the 

centre. There is a new housing development to 
the north of the centre which could increase the 

N/A

2. Photo #:

4

Residential above shop units



Southway

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 3 18.70% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 6 37.50% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 4 25%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 2 12.50%
Vacant Units 1 6.30%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 16 100%

Commentary on vacant units
Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 136.581 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

The centre is served by a large car park 
to the rear of the main shopping area, 
accessible from Flamborough Road. 
The footprint of the car park is approx 
0.35 hectares, equal to the footprint of 
the shopping centre itself.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

The centre has a catchment area of 
23ha giving a catchment population of 
1490. The existing neighbourhood 
centre does not have a large enough 
population within the recommended 
walkingcatchment to sustain it. The 
residential density of the neighbourhood 
is 27dph which is considered low.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x See 3.6

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

The potential for cycle routes is limited 
by steep topography. There are no 
designated cycle routes within the 
neighbourhood.

Provision of cycle parking x

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
The neighbourhood centre is served by 
a bus stop situated on Southway Drive.

Frequency of public transport x See 3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x See 4.3-4

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Southway is ranked 28th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth. There were 
also signs of crime within the local 
centre such as graffiti and vandalism to 
play equipment. This could probably be 
discouraged if surveillance throughout 
the centre were to be improved.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

Young trees have been planted in the 
centre and the surrounding streets of 
Southway centre are also lined with 
trees.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Croft Commercial - The unit is a single storey 
lock-up for retail use set within the Southway 

Shopping Centre precinct.. 329 Southway 
Shopping Centre - 42sq.m.(453 sq.ft.) Rent: 

Somerfield, Natwest Bank, Friary Mill Bakery, 
Lloyds TSB Bank, Co-op Pharmacy, Martins 

Newsagents, Coral betting shop

Low

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Consider strengthening local and neighbourhood 
centres by locating future facilities in the existing 

centres. Potential to open up units onto 
Southway Drive or Flamborough Road to create 

a more inviting centre.

N/A

Limited options to contract centre due to the 
layout.

Other uses surrounding the centre include: 

17

There is only one vacant unit within the centre 
which is located on the west frontage. The 
previous surveys show that this unit was 
previously used as a  florist in the 2009.



Upland Drive

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 14.30%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 3 42.80%
A2 Financial & Professional 1 14.30%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 1 14.30%
Vacant Units 1 14.30%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%

Total
7 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 146 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x x

One car park located to the east of the 
parade of shops, measuring 0.1 
hectares. There is also on street parking 
available.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

Upland Drive neighbourhood centre is 
approx. 575. These shops are the only 
ones in the area and although the
catchment population of the existing 
neighbourhood centre is very low, they 
seem to be utilised well. This suggests 
that the existing neighbourhood centre is
servicing a wider catchment of people 
who must be walking further or driving to 
the centre. 

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

centre is not considered to  be an issue 
as the centre is located on a quiet 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities in and 
around the centre, although this is not 
considered to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x

Se above. Some railings provide 
surveillanced, safe places for cycle 
parking.

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

The neighbourhood centre, situated on 
Uplands Drive is served by a bus route 
but only the number 42 bus travels on it 
(services every 30 minutes). This bus 
links the neighbourhood to the City 
Centre and Mutley along with other 
neighbourhoods.

Frequency of public transport x See above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x No seating

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x
Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

The neighbourhood of Derriford is an 
area to have a watching brief over in 
terms of crime, ranking 19th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth. There were 
no signs of crime or vandalism in and 
around the local centre.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x

The centre is situated on a wide 
residential street which is lined with 
trees. There are also green banks and 
areas of landscaping surrounding the 
centre which creates quite a pleasant 
environment.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:

Best One convenience store, Mansbridge and 
Balment estate agent

Two hairdressers and a carpets and flooring 
retailer

Upland Drive neighbourhood centre, 
based around a small shopping hub 

(including a post office/newsagents, two 
hair salons & a Chinese takeaway) on 
Upland Drive to the north west of the 
neighbourhood. Whilst Upland Drive 

meets the criteria of a neighbourhood 
centre, due to location and actual 

facilities, it’s not really serving the whole 
neighbourhood and acts more like a 

local centre.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

The centre could be expanded onto the car 
parking area to the north and east of the existing 

retail units 

Unit 77a: Rateable value - £5,100. Rent: Upon 
application from the agents.

N/A

Opportunities to contract the extent of the centre 
would be limited due to the building structure and
layout, which would is unlikely to be suitable for 

uses, other than retail.

N/A

8

One vacant unit exists within the centre, 
previously used as a Piano Centre in 2007.

Traffic light' system

 



Clittaford Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 33.30% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 1 33.30% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 3

(
below for 

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 96.67 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

limited to on-street parking which is 
considered adequate for the size of role 
of the centre.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

The current population of Southway is 
6663 which could support 1 
neighbourhood centre and 2-3 local 
centres. The neighbourhood already has
Flamborough Road as its 
neighbourhood centre, but only one local
centre on Clittaford Road.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

The centre is located in a residential 
area and so the traffic in and around the 
centre does not present challenges to 
pedestrians.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle route/paths 
throughout Southway. This is likely to be 
due to topography and is not considered 
to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x As above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
Clittaford Road is served by a regular 
bus route.

Frequency of public transport x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x
limited street furniture within the centre 
to create a welcoming environment. 

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x No seating

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

No telephones or public toilets, however 
this is not considered to be an issue 
given the role and size of the centre.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

The centre is made up of a post war 
development with residential flats above 
the retail units. Although it lacks 
character, the condition of the building is 
good and shopfronts maintained to a 
good standard.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x See 4.5

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x See 1.6-7, 3.5, 5.2
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/A

No evidence to suggest a need to contract the 
extent of centre as there are only 3 units which 
seem to perform well. There would be limited 

opportunity  for consolidation due to unsuitability 
of units for other uses, however, site could be 

redeveloped for residential

N/A

4

Other 33.3% is a unit being used as the 
Southway information centre.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding residential

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

N/A

Premier

Salon

2. Photo #:



Tamerton Foliot

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 66.60%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 0%
A2 Financial & Professional 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0%
A5 Take Away 1 33.30%
Vacant Units 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0%
Total 3 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 65.420 ft  
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x x

Parking around the shops is inadequate. 
The on-street parking immediately 
outside the shops creates a hazard to 
both motorists and pedestrians, given the
narrow road. There are no other places 
to park except around the residential 
developments opposite the centre which 
are also have very narrow streets, 
making it difficult to park. During site 
visit, the number of cars parked outside 
the shops made it diificult for cars to 
pass through the area and likewise, 
difficult for pedestrians to cross the road.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

The neighbourhood currently has 1 
neighbourhood centre, as identified in the
Local Plan. However, according to the 
methodology, there is too low a 
population to support it. Fore Street 
neighbourhood centre – actual walking 
catchment population approx. 515 Due to
the isolation of the neighbourhood, the 
neighbourhood centre is likely to be 
sustained, as other local and 
neighbourhood centres are too far away 
to be in direct competition.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

The centre is located on busy road, 
which is fairly steep. This is an issue 
considering the poor parking and the 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities in and 
around the centre although this is not 
considered to be an issue due to the 
topography of the neighbourhood.

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

The neighbourhood centre in Fore Street 
is served by the bus service 42 A/B/D. 
This also runs from Cunningham Street 
linking Tamerton to Southway, Derriford, 
Mutley and the City Centre. The service 
runs every half hour Monday- Saturdays, 
with two evening services and an hourly 
service on Sundays.

Frequency of public transport x x See above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x
Public footpaths - good. Public facilities 
and street furniture limited.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x
No seats, planters, litter bins, water 
features or public art.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x x none

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The area of Tamerton Foliot is not a 
concern in terms of
crime, ranking 32nd out of 43 
neighbourhoods. No concerns over crime
throughout the centre

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x Good

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x No concerns over crime.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x
Limited green infrastructure surrounds 
the retails units.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the edges
of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre
Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:

Premier covenience store

low

Fore Street Neighbourhood Centre, 
consists of a post office, convenience 

shop, Chinese takeaway and 3 pubs and
is grouped around a local green with a 
church and community centre opposite.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding residential 
development.

N/A

N/A

Opportunities to consolidate could involve 
reverting some retail units back to residential. The 

first floor of Camille Stores is currently being 
applied for planning permission to convert to 

residential use.

There is also a pub - The Queens Arms, located 
immediately south of the centre.

3

N/A

Traffic light' system

 



Ernesettle

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 4 44.5 See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 3 33.30% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 1 11.10%
Vacant Units 1 11.10%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 9 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

There is also a community centre and 
a pub close to, but not within the 
neighbourhood centre. A church and 
health centre stand alone within the 
neighbourhood.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 160 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for 
let / sale and the agent's details. 
Revert back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

There are no car parks located near 
the centre and the only car parking 
available is on-street, however, given 
the close proximity to residential, this 
is considered to meet expectations

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

The current population of Ernesettle is 
sufficient to support a small 
neighbourhood or 1-2 local centres. 

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

p
number of frontages: Hornchurch 
Road on one side is occupied by the 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle paths or roads 
throughout the centre. When 
considered in relation to the 
topography of the neighbourhood this 
is not a issue.*

Provision of cycle parking x *As above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x x

Bus routes pass close to, but not 
through the Hornchurch Road 
neighbourhood centre. There are only 
three buses that travel through 
Ernesettle but these are frequent and 
travel into the city centre, to other 
neighbourhoods and to many city 
facilities.

Frequency of public transport x x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x
The buildings containing the retail 
units are poorly maintained.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

The neighbourhood is an area of 
concern in relation to crime and was 
rated 14th worst neighbourhood for 
crime. The location and appearance of 
the youth drop-in centre is 
unwelcoming.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x

An area of green open space exists to 
the north of the centre and generally 
the neighbourhood has good access to 
green spaces. In terms of the centre, 
there are a number of trees situated 
along Hornchurch Road which soften 
the appearance of the post war 
development. There is an indication of 
an original Abercrombie designed 
neighbourhood centre based around 
on a shopping hub located on a green,
near to a community centre, church 
and library. The neighbourhood has 
changed over time and the 
neighbourhood centre has moved
down away from the green. The 
neighbourhood centre and facilities are 
still close to the green and the idea of 
the Garden Suburb still
exists.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 

Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any 
allocations in existing plans and why 
they have remained undeveloped. 
Desktop exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the 
edges primarily.  Are these areas in 
active uses associated with the role 
and function of the centre?

N/A

There are opportunities to consolidate the 
centre through reverting the uses along 

Hornchurch Lane back to residential.

Other uses in the centre include: A library, an 
information centre, a youth drop-in centre and 

a Budshead Trust Charity Office

11

One vacant unit on Hornchurch Road 
(previously A5 in 2006 Survey).Unit has 
remained vacant for 4 consecutive years

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Opportunities to expand centre are constrained 
by the surrounding residential. Redevelopment 
of land would need to occur in order to expand. 

New housing developments have been 
completed to the east of the centre and these 

now present a stark contrast to the centre.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Co-operative Chemist, Co-op

Low

2. Photo #:



Whitleigh

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 15.4% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 38.5% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0.0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 7.7%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0.0%
A5 Take Away 7.7%
Vacant Units 15.4%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 15.4%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

Good range of community facilities. 
Whitleigh has all local and 
neighbourhood facilities, but is lacking in 
some district facilities.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

See separate list for examples
Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Some parts of the neighbourhood have 
quite steep topography which inhibits 
pedestrian and cycle movement. 
However, on the whole it is relatively 
easy to move around. There are a 
numebr of pedestrian links which help 
connect the long winding streets

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no allocated cycle paths, but 
most streets are relatively quiet 
residential streets.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

Two Buses (44A & B) run past Whitleigh 
Green, these help provide access to the 
neighbourhood centre from the majority 
of the neighbourhood.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Generally, development is fairly poor. 
Some houses are in poor condition and 
there is the odd derelict house.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

The neighbourhood of Whitleigh is an 
area to have a watching brief over in 
terms of crime, ranking 17th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

There are a number of small green 
spaces within the neighbourhood can be 
used to socialise in. There are also a 
number of playgrounds situated within 
the green spaces, although many are not
overlooked and are quite run down.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

Inside Boundary; none Outside Boundary; 
Community centre, Community Office, Health 
Centre, Religious Meeting Facilities, 
Green,Creche, Playground

Two vacancies though one appears to becoming 
occupied

Number
2
5
0
1

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Compact 'L' shape around surface car parking

14

BW 08.07.10

0
1
2

Possible Coop foodstore extension

AP

186 ft

2

13

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) Unit 1 Brooklands, Budshead Road, PL6 5XR,
B1 Office , £32,013 p.a. (approx £12.50 psf)  
238m² Alder King (2) Unit 6 Brooklands, 
Budshead Road, PL6 5XR, B1 Office , £10,125 
p.a. (approx £12.50 psf)  75m² Alder King

Coop, Coop pharmacy

Average

2. Photo #:



Crownhill

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 4.9%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 34.1%
A2 Financial & Professional 26.8%
A3 Café & Restaurant 4.9%
A4 Drinking Establishments 2.4%
A5 Take Away 9.8%
Vacant Units 4.9%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 12.2%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
There is a lack of the followiing facilities 
within the neighbourhood; Local greens, 
creches, local shops, neighbourhood 
sports facilities and a leisure/arts centre.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values
Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Rolling topography makes movement 
difficult, pedestrian path through small 
park is enclosed and doesn't feel safe.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are cycles lanes on the busier 
roads, the residential streets are narrow 
but not busy.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

Lack of bus routes. 2 bus stops on 
Tavistock Road. The housing estate in 
the NE of the neighbourhood is more 
than 5 minutes walk from a stop.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

2 listed buildings, no conservation 
areas. 2 main housing estates to the 
north & south of the B3413

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x
The majority of streets are perceived as 
safe, ranked 29th worst in Plymouth.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

Some open spaces for social use, no 
public open space for sport, 
development disregards ecology, 60% 
of neighbourhood within walking 
catchment of some open space

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) 54A Morshead Road, PL6 5AQ, B1 Office , 
£8,500 p.a. (approx £9.08 psf) 87m² Stratton 
Creber Commercial

Coop foodstore, boots pharmacy, Nat West, 
Lloyds, Coral
Farmfoods, Warrens (edge of centre)

Average

2. Photo #:

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Surface car park / backland site towards the 
north west fringe though loss of space could be 
the detrement of the centre's health.  Site may 
be hard to assemble given likely mixture of 
ownerships (including church and residential 
property)

AP

Reasonably compact centre though surgery, 
optician and Farmfoods are somewhat remote 
from centre and seperated by highways with 
underpasses

17

BW 09.07.10

1
4
2
5

41

206 ft

Inside Boundary; Church, Garage Outside 
Boundary; Library, Civil Buildings, Police 
Station, Religious centres, Health Centres, 
Community Centres, Playground, Small Park, 
Motor Repairs.

Both at first floor

Number
2

14
11
2



Honicknowle Green

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date) 16
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)

DIVERSITY OF USE Number % % Plymouth Ave.
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 28.60% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 3 42.80% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 2 28.60%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 7 100%

Commentary on vacant units

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders The neighbourhood has been identified 
as lacking in crèche and nursery facilities

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 164 ft 
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

Honicknowle Green neighbourhood 
centre has a walk zone covering
approximately 1030 residents which is 
considered lower than the minimum 
threshold for a sustainable 
neighbourhood.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

The level of pedestrian movement 
throughout the centre is good. All 
facilities are within easy walking distance 
of eachother.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

No cycle paths or routes exist within or 
around the centre, however, due to the 
nature of the centre and its surrounding 
streets, this is not considered to be a 
deterrent to cyclists. Future 
improvements to the centre would need 
to include provision for cyclists as part of 
encouraging more sustainable travel.

Provision of cycle parking x

There are no formal cycle parking 
facilities, however, there are numerous 
options for cycle parking in areas with 
good surveillance.

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Crownhill Road runs through the middle 
of Honicknowle, and the local centre is 
immediately south of this road.The 
centre has one bus stop which is served 
by 4 different bus routes.

Frequency of public transport x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

There are visible signs of improvement 
which have been made to the centre in 
terms of planting and railings. No public 
toilets exist. Footpaths appear well 
maintained.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

More seating could give the centre a 
more welcoming feel encourage social 
interaction in and around the centre. 

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Site visit did not reveal any evidence of 
vandalism etc 

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x
The area does feel fairly safe and there 
is good natural surveillance.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

The neighbourhood has a good number 
of places for formal sports, play & 
informal
recreation. Honicknowle Green lies to 
the north of an open greenspace area, 
and there have been visible attempts to 
improve the immediate surroundings of 
the centre through improvements to 
planting, benches and repainting of 
railings.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Expansion could result in redevelopment 
of the community centre and loss of a 
degree of car parking to the west of the 
retail units.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped
Opportunities to consolidate centre

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Lloyds Pharmacy, Premier Convenience Store

Low

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Yes
Two vacant units -vacant for less than 1 yeargg g

the extent of the centre.

Honicknowle Green hosts a few shops, a green, 
health centre and a community centre all very 

accessible to one another.

9

Two recently vacant units in the middle of the 
centre (A1 and A5) - which were not showing as 

vacant in the 2009 Shopping Survey



West Park

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 5 23.80% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 8 38.10% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 1 4.80%
A3 Café & Restaurant 2 9.50%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 3 14.30%
Vacant Units 2 9.50%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 21 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

West Park centre, hosts a range of 
shops including a general store and 
post office, a florist, butchers, video 
shop, bakery, take-away’s etc. There is 
also a library and community centre. 
The nieghbourhood is lacking in creche 
and nursery facilities

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 184.350 ft 
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) Ladbrokes, McColls

Presence of quality independents (comments)
West Park Fish and Chips, Blooming 
Lovely Florist, Vanilla Hair and Beauty, 
Bee Bee Gowns

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x One car park serving the local centre

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

West Park neighbourhood centre has a 
walk zone which covers approximately 
862 residents. This is lower than the 
minimum threshold for a sustainable 
neighbourhood centres.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

there is a very busy road which runs 
through the middle of this centre 
dividing it into two. The pedestrian 
crossing is in the most suitable position 
with regards to access to the shops and 
local park. There are also numerous 
bus stops along Crownhill Road.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x See 3.7-8
Provision of cycle parking x

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

There are two bus stops located on 
opposite sides of Crownhill Road which 
serve the centre. The bust stops are 
served by nine different bus routes.

Frequency of public transport x
The bus routes are frequent throughout 
the centre

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x See 4.3-4

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x
The area does feel fairly safe and there 
is a lot of natural surveillance.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x

The neighbourhood has a good number 
of places for formal sports, play & 
informal
recreation. West Park Local Centre lies 
to the north of a park, however the 
centre itself is lacking in trees and areas 
of landscaping which can make the 
streetscene appear quite sterile.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped
Opportunities to consolidate centre

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

No info available on vacant units

Low-average

Average

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

There are limited opportunities for the expansion 
of the centre due to the proximity of surrounding 

residential.
N/A y

centre contain uses associated with the role of 

West Park Library, Snooker club

23

Vacant units are two 1st floor units. These are 
dispersed throughout the centre.



Victoria Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 5.9% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 58.8% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0.0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0.0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0.0%
A5 Take Away 11.8%
Vacant Units 5.9%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 17.6%

Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
The neighbourhood seems to be lacking 
in greens and small parks, creches, 
sports halls and general sports facilities, 
also leisure and arts centres.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

See separate list for examples
Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

There are some steep streets in places. 
This makes it difficult to walk and cycle 
around the neighbourhood. The majority 
of streets are interconnected, but there 
are not many walkthroughs or shortcuts.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
There is only a small number of cycle 
routes that run through St Budeaux.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

The whole population is within a 5-
minute walk of a bus stop. Frequent 
buses.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x
Streets and buildings of townscape 
quality.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

The neighbourhood of St Budeaux is an 
area to have a watching brief over in 
terms of crime, ranking 20th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

There is a lack of green spaces within St 
Budeaux and the steep topography can 
make it difficult to walk or cycle to the 
few open areas

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

Inside Boundary; none Outside Boundary; 
Church/religious meeting facility

Snooker centre is significant vacancy in the 
centre.

Number
1

10
0
0

Unknown

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Predominantly one sided centre and relatively 
compact

16

BW 09.07.10

0
2
1

Snooker centre redevelopment opportunity 
towards the southern end

AP

286 ft

3

17

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) Hatfield House, Burrington Way, PL5 3LZ. 
B1 Office , £130,000 p.a. (approx £6.50 psf) 
1,858m² King Sturge (2) Office Block, Burrington 
Way Industrial Estate, PL5 3LT, B1 Office , 
325m², not quoting rent, Stratton Creber 
Commercial

None

Low / average

2. Photo #:



Congreve Gardens

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 50.00%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2 50.00%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0.00%
A5 Take Away 0 0.00%
Vacant Units 0 0.00%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%

Total 4 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 67.67 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On street car parking which is 
considered adequate

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Manadon local centre – Actual 
catchment population approx. 510. This 
is on the boundary of the
neighbourhood and also serves a 
section of
Honicknowle but is considered a low 
catchment.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Pedestrian movement in and around  the
centre is good

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

no cycle facilities in and around the 
centre however this is not considered to 
be an issue

Provision of cycle parking x see above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
There is a frequent bus route running 
through the centre.

Frequency of public transport x see above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x
footpaths are well maintained, limited 
street furniture and public facilities

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x
no seats, planters, water features or 
public art

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

there is a post box but no telephones or 
toilets. This is not considered to be an 
issue for a centre of this size.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x x

there were small amounts of graffiti 
throughout the centre. The 
neighbourhood of Manadon is an area to
have a watching brief over in terms of 
crime, ranking 20th worst neighbourhood
in Plymouth.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x

The shopfronts give the centre a tired 
look, the shops are maintained to an 
adequate standard.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

The centre benefits from areas of 
landscaping surrounding the 
developments. These have not been put 
to uses for the enjoyment of residents 
and instead have walkways running 
through them as opposed to any seating 
or play equipment.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:

Post Office

Butchers

Manadon local centre, on Congreve 
Gardens, is based on a small shopping 
hub containing 4 shops (a newsagent, 
Post Office, hair salon and butchers), 

adjacent to a green, and close to 
Chaucer Primary School. This is on the 

boundary of the neighbourhood and 
serves part of both Manadon and the 

adjacent neighbourhood of Honicknowle.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Landscaped areas provide opportunities to 
expand

N/A

Conversion of retail units back to residential - 
however this would be difficult given the layout of

the building.

4

N/A

Traffic light' system

 



Peverell Corner

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 8.30% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 6 50% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 2 16.70%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 %
Vacant Units 3 25%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 12 100%

Commentary on vacant units Vacant units are to the east of the 
centre, two are on the fringe.

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 96.14 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x x

Car parking is limited to on-street car 
parking. The roads which surround the 
centre are residential and parking can be 
difficult. 

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Actual catchment population approx. 
2,570. The amenities, however seem to 
be well used and sustained suggesting 
that a wider population catchment use 
the facilities.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

through the centre, while the Peverell 
Park Road is an east/west barrier. Both 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle paths or routes 
throughout the centre, however this is 
not considered to be too much of an 
issue as the steep topography makes it 
difficult to move around the 
neighbourhood. 

Provision of cycle parking x

No formal cycle parking is available, 
however there are railings which provide 
a safe, surveillanced place for cycle 
parking.

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

The area is well served by a number of 
different bus routes and there are 
regular buses to the city centre and 
other neighbourhoods in the area.

Frequency of public transport See above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x
Condition of footpaths Is good, no street 
furniture exists throughout the centre

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x

There are bins within the centre, 
however no presence of seats, planters 
etc.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

there is a public telephone within the 
centre however no presence of public 
toilets - this is not considered to be an 
issue.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x
Shopfronts and canopies are well 
maintained and the shop units are in a 

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

The neighbourhood of Peverell is an 
area of concern in terms of crime, 
ranking 10th worst neighbourhood in 
Plymouth. It is worthy of note that there 
were no signs of vandalism or crime 
throughout the centre at the time of the 
site visit.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

There is very good open space provision 
within Peverell as it contains Central 
Park which is 5 mins walk from the 
centre.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

No info available on vacant units

Co-op Pharmacy, Co-op, Ladbrokes

Peverell Florist, Corner Gallery, Elesse

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Opportunities to expand the centre are limited 
due to the surrounding residential.

2 vacant units on the fringe of the centre have 
remained vacant for almost 3 years.

Opportunities to contract the extent of the centre 
could involve revert some units back to 

residential use.

There is a Baptist Church on Peverell Park Road 
which is closely linked to the local centre by 

proximity. The church positively contributes to the 
character of the centre, especially as it has 

recently undergone works to the exterior of the 
building.

6

244 vacant for 1 year, 200 and 202 both vacant 
since 2007 survey.



Ham Green

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 14.3% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 28.6% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0.0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0.0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0.0%
A5 Take Away 0.0%
Vacant Units 42.9%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 14.3%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

Although there is a vast amount of 
community facilities the population of 
Ham is 3,135. Therefore the amount of 
facilities is too large for the current 
population and is not consistent. Ham is 
lacking in a library and an arts centre

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

See separate list for examples
Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

The most direct route is not always 
possible. There are some hidden 
pedestrian laneways between houses 
and through Ham Woods that provide 
shortcuts, but these can be hard to find, 
are not overlooked, and may not feel 
safe to use.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There is a large amount of main roads 
and no official cycle routes within Ham. 
This can make walking and cycling 
around Ham dangerous.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

Ham Green centre is well served by 
public transport. There are 3 frequent 
buses that pass through the centre. 
There are many bus stops in close 
proximity to the centre as it lies on a 
local neighbourhood route.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

The architecture in the area is 
unimaginative and the quality of the 
materials used on the buidlings is very 
poor.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

The neighbourhood of Ham is an area of
concern in terms of crime, ranking 9th 
worst neighbourhood in Plymouth.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
Ham green is an area of neighbourhood 
importance for 'informal recreation'

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) Hatfield House, Burrington Way, PL5 3LZ, B1 
Office , £130,000 p.a. (approx £6.50 psf) 
1,858m², King Sturge (2) 66 Ganges Road, 
Plymouth, PL2 3AZ, Retail unit  including office 
and workshop. For sale, offers in region of 
£105,000. 91m² Stratton Creber Co

Premier store, Coop pharmacy

One store

2. Photo #:

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Development underway adjacent to centre

AP

Seven units under residential parade.  Vacancies 
should be targetted.

7

BW 08.07.10

0
0
3
1

7

181 ft

Inside Boundary; None Outside Boundary; 
Surgery,  Religious Meeting Facility, Creche, 
Community Centre, Community Offices

High vacancy level in prominent location

Number
1
2
0
0



North prospect

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 50%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 0 0%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 2 50%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 4 100%

Commentary on vacant units

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 131 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

There are a small number of car parking 
bays available outside the centre, the 
remainder of the parking consists of on 
street parking in nearby residential 
streets.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

The current population of North Prospect
is 5,109, which is enough to support 1 
neighbourhood centre and 1-2 local 
centre(s).1 neighbourhood centre has 
been identified within the boundary of 
North Prospect, and 2 just outside the
boundary. North Prospect 
neighbourhood centre – Actual 
catchment population approx. 2,700.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

y p
North Prospect is based on the inter war 
Garden Suburbs approach with the 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x There are no cycle routes

Provision of cycle parking x There is no provision of cycle parking

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

The local centre is served by one bus 
stop on the perimeter of the 
neighbourhood.

Frequency of public transport x
Buses are frequent throughout the day 
but less frequent in the evenings.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x See 4.3-4

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x x

The neighbourhood of North Prospect is 
an area of concern in
terms of crime, worst neighbourhood in 
Plymouth (ranking
1st). However, at the time of site visit, 
there were no signs of vandalism or 
crime throughout the centre.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x See 1.6-7, 3.5, 5.2
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

N/A

Premier Convenience Store

Low

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding residential. 
Redevelopment of the units could provide 

expansion

North Prospect neighbourhood centre is
based on a small

shopping hub (containing a newsagents,
grocery shop, Chinese takeaway and 

SureStart on North
Prospect Road at the cross roads with 

Beacon Park Road.

N/A

Al uses within the centre are associated with the 
role and function of the centre. 

One unit in the centre of the parade of shops is 
currently being used by PCC as a Sure Start drop

in service. There is also a PCC housing office.

6



Keyham

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 3 50%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 0 0%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 1 16.70%
Vacant Units 2 33.30%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 6 100%

Commentary on vacant units

Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 62.336 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) Co-op, Londis, Premier

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Butcher

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

The population of Keyham is 5861, which
could support one neighbourhood centre 
or 2 local centres. At present there are 
three local centres.
Saltash Road local centre and Fleet 
Street local centre are in very close 
proximity to each other. At present there 
is not enough population to support two 
local centres here. As a result, many 
shops have closed down in this area.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

Pedestrian movement throughout the 
centre is fairly good, although the 
distance between each retail unit could 
discourage pedestrians from using a 
number of the shops.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x See 3.7-8
Provision of cycle parking x

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

All local centres are served by buses. 
Keyham railway station is within the 
walking catchment of Saltash Road and 
Fleet Street local centres but could 
benefit with more frequent services.

Frequency of public transport x See 3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x
The centre is located in a residential 
area, which means that the centre has 

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x As above

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x See 4.3-4

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

The neighbourhood of Keyham is an 
area to have a watching brief over in 
terms of crime, ranking 17th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

There are few areas of landscaping in 
and around the centre as well as very 
few trees. 

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

No info on site

High

Low

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Opportunities to expand the centre would involve 
change of use from residential to retail.

The centre is not easily identifiable as 
facilities are grouped on the same road 

but are
spread apart (as opposed to being a 

complete row of shops). This has been 
caused by some shops having closed 

down and later being converted for
residential use.

The Victory Hall has remained vacant since the 
2008 survey. There are no allocations for this 

site.

The centre contains a number of multiple 
retailers. The centre is spread out over a distance
of 300 metres (from the victory hall to the Londis 

on fleet street). The 

Primary School and church

6

There are currently two vacant units within the 
Keyham local centre. One is is the Victory Hall 

located on Victory Street. The 2008 survey 
showed that this unit was previously used as The 
Devonport Labour Club. The other vacant unit is 

63 Fleet Street, previously used as a general 
store in the 2008 survey.



Station Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 11.10%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 3 33.30%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 5 55.60%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 9 100%

Commentary on vacant units

Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 130.217 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

At present there is not enough 
population to support
two local centres within the 
neighbourhood. As a result, many 
shops have
closed down in this area.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x See 3.6

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
There are no cycle facilities within or 
around the centre, however, given the

Provision of cycle parking x

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Saltash Road and Fleet Street local 
centres but
could benefit with more frequent 
services.

Frequency of public transport x See above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x
Footpaths appear well maintained, and 
there is a post box, however there are 

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x None

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The neighbourhood of Keyham is an 
area to have a watching brief over in 
terms of crime, ranking 17th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth, however 
there were no signs of crime throughout 
at centre at the time of site visit..

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x Shopfronts are well maintained

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x
level of personal security does not 
cause concern.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
There are no trees or landscaped 
areas.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 

Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

Station Road: local centre consists of a 
convenience shop, a DIY shop, and two 

hair salons which are all dispersed 
along the street approx 300 metres.

See info on vacant units

Opportunities to contract the extent of the centre 
have already been demonstrated by the 

conversion of retail units back to residential.

A launderette, Keyham Barton Social Club

17

3 units at the fridge of the centre, 2 other vacant 
units: Unit 12 > Hairdressers in 2006 survey, 
Unit 14 > upholsterer in 2008, Unit 63 > post 

office in 2003, Unit 78 > Café in 2006 Unit 15 > 
Community Partnership Office in 2006. All unit 

vacant since.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

The centre could be expanded through 
conversion of residential units, however, given 

recent performance of the centre and 
conversion of retail units back to residential, this 

is unlikely to improve unless the catchment 
population/viability of the centre is increased

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

No details on vacant units

Co-op convenience store

low

2. Photo #:



PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 4 8.20%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 15 30.60%
A2 Financial & Professional 3 6.10%
A3 Café & Restaurant 2 4.10%
A4 Drinking Establishments 2 4.10%
A5 Take Away 6 12.20%
Vacant Units 17 34.70%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 49 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 235 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On street car parking only which is 
considered to be adequate.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Albert Road Neighbourhood centre – 
has a catchment population of 1486 
(including some properties in Stoke), 
this is low and insufficient to support the 
centre and could explain the high 
vacancy numbers throughout the 
centre.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

g
movement throughout the centre as it 
generates moderate levels of traffic, 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities, however 
this is not considered to be too much of 
an issue

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
The centre is served by a number of 
regular bus routes.

Frequency of public transport x See above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

The conditions of the footpaths are 
below average, there are no public 
facilities or street furniture.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x
There are no seats, planters, water 
features or public art

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

There is one telephone, a post box, 
however no toilets or other public 
facilities

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The neighbourhood of Morice Town has 
a crime ranking of
the 8th worst neighbourhood in 
Plymouth and there were signs of crime 
throughout the centre in the form of 
graffiti and vandalism.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Many of the shopfronts and are of low 
quality and poorly maintained. Some of 
the buildings are also poorly maintained 
and this creates a negative character. 

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
There are small number of trees and no 
landscaping.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:

Co-op convenience store, Co-op Funeral 
Service, Premier Convenience Store, 

Ladbrokes betting shop.

Low

Albert Road neighbourhood centre is 
based around a shopping hub. The 

centre contains many shops however 
many of them are specialist. The centre 
also contains fast food establishments 
and a church. The two pubs and the 
secondary school which was to the 

south of the Morice Town 
Neighbourhood have now closed.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrrounding residential

Stratton and Creber: 48 Albert Road: To Let 
Sales area 38.95 sq.m (419 sq.ft) Rent £8,000 

pax - no other info on vacant units

See info on vacant units

Opportunities to contract the extent of the centre 
could involve conversion of retail units to 

residential. This has already been happening 
throughout the centre.

Other uses include: Offices, massage parlour, 
launderette, tattooist, tanning salon.
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Traffic light' system

 



Marlborough Street

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 9.4% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 40.6% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 3.1%
A3 Café & Restaurant 3.1%
A4 Drinking Establishments 3.1%
A5 Take Away 9.4%
Vacant Units 18.8%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 12.5%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
Generally a good spread of local, 
neighbourhood and district facilities, but 
noticeably lacking a creche, local/corner 
shop and large food shop.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

See separate list for examples
Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Topography is fairly steep. Local 
neighbourhood routes are not very busy 
and many 10mph zones mean routes are
accessible by foot and cycle.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
No cycle lanes, but Marlborough Street 
itself is pedestrianised.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

A range of public transport methods, 
frequent bus services to city centre and 
Derriford. Tarnpoint ferry provides links 
with Cornwall.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

2 conservation areas and many historic 
buildings, many lie vacant and under-
utilised. Existing streets are generally 
low quality

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Devenport is within national top 3% 
ranking of social depravation. & 3rd 
worst neighbourhood in Plymouth. 
Priority neighbourhood. 

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

Lack of urban spaces, 7 'open spaces'. 
At least half of neighbourhood 
surrounded by open water. Quality of 
green spaces could be improved. Only 
50% of neighbourhood  is within walking 
catchment of local greens.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

Inside Boundary; Community Centre, Health 
Centre Outside Boundary; Post Office 3 
Greens, Leisure/Arts Centre, Religious Meeting 
Facility, Playground.

Vacancies thoughout the centre, some appear 
long term

Number
3

13
1
1

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Generally compact centre based around a single 
pedestrianised street

34

BW 08.07.10

1
3
6

Surface car parking opportunities but if developed
could undermine the general health of the centre.

AP

287 ft

4
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1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) 148 Albert Road, PL2 1AQ, Use class A2 , 
£8,000 p.a. 39m² Stratton Creber Commercial (2) 
The Haddingtons, 28 Benbow Street, PL2 1BX. 
Use class A4 , for sale, guide £325,000, 53m² 
Commercial property Investment Agency (3) 196 
Keyham Road, PL2 1RD. Open-P

Coop, Iceland, Lloyds pharmacy, Ladbrookes

Average

2. Photo #:



Cumberland Street

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 18.20% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2 18.20% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 1 9.10%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 1 9.10%
A5 Take Away 2 18.20%
Vacant Units 3 27.20%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 11 100%

Commentary on vacant units

Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 235.925 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On street car parking only which is 
considered adequate for the centre

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Cumberland Street neighbourhood 
centre – Actual catchment population 
approx. 1,750. which is considered low. 
Various developments occurring around 
the centre should boost the catchment 
area of this centre.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Pedestrian movement in and around the 
centre is fairly good.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are  no cycle facilities withiin the 
centre however this is not considered to 
be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x see above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
The centre is served by a bus frequent 
route.

Frequency of public transport x see above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Footpaths are generally well maintained. 
There are toilets anf a small park area 
with seating, trees and landscaping. 

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x There are seats, litter bins.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x Toilets and seating areas, post box.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x x

The neighbourhood of Devonport is an 
area of concern in terms of crime, 
ranking 3rd worst neighbourhood in 
Plymouth. There were small amounts of 
graffiti throughout the centre.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x

The shopfronts create a colourful 
streetscene. Not all of the units are well 
maintained and the maintenance of 
some of the buildings is poor which is a 
shame considering that the centre is 
made up of important building groups 
which have historic value and add 
character to the area.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x See 4.5

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

There are no trees located along the 
streets, however the small park area 
adjacent the Co-op provides an area of 
landscaping and trees where visitors to 
the centre can sit.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Co-op convenience store

Low

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding residential 
development.

18-20 Duke Street has been vacant since 2006. 
The unit is part of an important historic group of 

buildings which in the future could be restored for
another use. See other commentary on vacant 

units.

Opportunities to consolidate could occur with  
proposal DP01, which proposes a new local 

shopping centre as part redevelopment of the 
South yard Enclave site.

A pub, dental surgery, Taxi Office, Community 
Training Office and a health studio

14

18-20 Duke Street has been vacant since the 
2006 survey where it was previsouly used as a 
snooker club. 7 Cumberland Street has been 
vacant since surveys began in 2001. 12/13 

Cumberland Street was used as a community 
office but has been vacant since 2006. The 

vacancies are dispersed throughout the centre 
and follow no particular pattern.



George Street

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 50%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 1 50%
A2 Financial & Professional
A3 Café & Restaurant
A4 Drinking Establishments
A5 Take Away
Vacant Units
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2)
Total 2 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 92.946ft 
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On street car parking outside the units 
which is considered adequate.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

George Street local centre – Actual 
catchment population approx. 570. 
which is considered low.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

g
centre is good. Traffic levels are fairly 
low.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities within the 
centre however this is not considered to 
be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
Yes, but no bus route runs through the 
centre

Frequency of public transport x Good

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

The general condition of the centre is 
quite poor. There are no public facilities 
and limited street furniture. 

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x

There are no planters, litter bins, water 
features and public art. There is one 
bench within the centre.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x
There are no telephones or toilets within 
the centre

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The neighbourhood of Devonport is an 
area of concern in terms of crime, 
ranking 3rd worst neighbourhood in 
Plymouth. There were signs of crime 
within the neighbourhood in the form of 
some graffiti.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x

The shopfronts are unimaginative and 
low quality and the centre has a tired 
appearance in general.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
There are no trees, planters or areas of 
landscaping in and around the centre.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

N/AGeorge Street centre is located less than 150 
metres from Cumberland Street local centre 

which contains a diverse number of uses. The 
existing uses within the George Street centre are 
not uses which would encourage weekly visits to 
the centre. The Devonport Urban Village offices 
were previously 3 separate units which would 

Devonport Urban Village offices

5

No vacant units

Traffic light' system

 

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

N/A

No info available

None

Low

George Street local centre (which is 
based on a couple of shops in a small 

row).

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:



Union Street

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 3 42.90%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 3 42.90%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0.00%
A5 Take Away 0 0.00%
Vacant Units 1 14.20%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 7 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 141.699 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

Car parking provided outside the Aldi 
supermarket and also outside the 
smaller parade of shops on opposite 
side of the road.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

Union Street has a catchment area of 
27ha giving a
catchment population of 3888 which is 
considered low.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

g g
Union Street can make it difficult for 
pedestrians to gte to both sides of the 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
There are cycle parking facilities but no 
cycle lanes throughout the centre.

Provision of cycle parking x see above
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x yes

Frequency of public transport x
buses are very frequent throughout the 
centre.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

The condition of footpaths and street 
furniture is good and a result of public 
realm improvements and the new public 
realm which was built along with the Aldi 
supermarket.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x
Bins, Seating, planters are located within
the centre

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

There are telephones within the centre 
but no public toilets, this is not 
considered to be an issue.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

There were small amount of graffiti 
around the centre, but no other signs of 
crime. The neighbourhood of 
Stonehouse is rated 4th worst for crime. 
The nightclubs which are located on 
Union Street 50metres east of the centre
are associated with
high levels of alcohol related violence, 
acquisitive crime
and anti-social behaviour.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

The buildings and shopfronts on the 
south side of Union Street are well 
maintained. Those on the north side of 
Union Street are less so. 

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
The centre is located on a tree lined 
street.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/A

Opportunities to consolidate would involve an 
appropriate change of use or redevelopment

HQ building

8

320 Union Street, vacant for less than a year 
previously a takeaway.

Traffic light' system

 

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Centre is surrounded by residential and other 
employment uses which could  be developed for 

further retail in the future.

No info available

Best One convenience store, Warrens 
Bakery, Spar Shop, Aldi supermarket, Sallys, 

blockbuster 

Low

Union Street neighbourhood centre 
(which overlaps

with the City Centre neighbourhood) 
comprises a range

of facilities along the main axis route 
through the

neighbourhood. The centre is separated
in half by a busy road.

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:



King Street

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 50.00% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 1 25.00% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0.00%
A5 Take Away 0 0.00%
Vacant Units 1 25.00%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 4 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 76.804ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On street car parking is considered 
adequate

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Within the SNA, Manor Street Local 
centre, includes the shops along King 
Street and determines the catchment to 
be 1872 which is considered to be just 
short of ideal catchment figures.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

g g g
Street creates a barrier to pedestrians. 
There are no pedestrian crossings 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities in and 
around the centre although this is not 
considered to be an issue

Provision of cycle parking x see above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
There is a bus stop located within 5 
mins of the centre.

Frequency of public transport x Good

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Footpaths are generally well maintained 
although there are limited public 
facilities and street furniture

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x
no seats, planters, litter bins, water 
features or public art

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x none

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

Stonehouse contains areas of concern 
in terms of crime. It is ranked 4th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth however 
there were no signs of crime within the 
centre.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

The units are ground floor shops which 
are part of a post war block of flats. 
Despite the lack of character the 
buildings and shopfronts are fairly well 
maintained.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x Limited green infrastructure.
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

The one unit has been vacant for less than a 
year. A new takeaway is expected to open within 

the next couple of months

Shopfronts could be converted to residential, 
although no evidence suggests the centre is 

struggling and needs to consolidate. 

N/A

4

One vacant unit on the edge of the centre A3/A5 
use. Information displayed on unit to state new 

takeaway opening soon.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding resi

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

No information displayed on vacant unit

Co-op Pharmacy and a Premier convenience 
store.

A M Bence Butcher

2. Photo #:



Stoke Village

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 4.1% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 36.7% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 10.2%
A3 Café & Restaurant 4.1%
A4 Drinking Establishments 14.3%
A5 Take Away 10.2%
Vacant Units 12.2%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 8.2%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

Large number of facilities, but range is 
limited. Stoke is lacking in some 
community facilities, such as a creche, 
sports hall, community centres and 
offices, leisure and arts centres and 
sports facilities. There are no city 
facilities within the neighbou

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

See separate list for examples
Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

The A386 creates a boundary for those 
on foot or cycle between Stoke and 
Central Park and areas to the east. The 
undulating topography makes it more 
difficult to travel on foot.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

Many of the roads running through the 
neighbourhood and local centres are 
very busy and the lack of defined cycle 
routes may discourage cyclists from 
using these roads.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

Bus routes pass through all the 
neighbourhood and local centres except 
Waterloo local centre.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

On general Stoke's centres are of a high 
quality, but this is let down by empty 
shop units

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

The neighbourhood of Stoke is an area 
of concern, renking 7th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

Mount Pleasant Redoubt is a publicly 
accessible open space with 
neighbourhood importance for informal 
recreation. There is a lack of public 
spaces for meeting, including spaces at 
the local and neighbourhood centres.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) The Haddingtons, 28 Benbow Street, PL2 
1BX. Use class A4 , for sale, guide £325,000, 
53m² Commercial property Investment Agency 
(2) 69 Devonport Road, PL3 4DL, A1 use 
£9,750 p.a. 82m², Stratton Creber Commercial 
(3) 46-48 Devonport Road, PL3 4DF, A2 Us

Coop, Coop pharmacy, otherwise limited

Good quality and varied range

2. Photo #:

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Very limited

AP

Linear centre.  Generally well occupied even 
towards fringes.

25

BW 08.07.10

7
5
6
4

49

433.694 ft

Inside Boundary; none Outside Boundary; 
Small Park, Casino, Opticians, Religious Meeting 
Facility, Health Centre

Generally limited though double vacant unit in 
the centre

Number
2

18
5
2



Wolseley Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 3 17.60% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 9 52.90% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 2 11.80%
A3 Café & Restaurant 1 5.90%
A4 Drinking Establishments 2 11.80%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 17 100%

Commentary on vacant units

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 263.123ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x x

1 car park adjacent Co-op, another car 
park located outside the Lidl Store. The 
remainder of the parking is located 
outside the retail units along Wolseley 
Road.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Wolseley Road neighbourhood centre – 
Actual
walking catchment population approx. 
1,430 - This is considered low but may 
be due to topography

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

p
crossings to ease movement across 
Wolseley Road. There are also 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
The topography of the neighbourhood is 
extremely steep

Provision of cycle parking x

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

There are frequent bus services from 
Wolseley Road to the
city centre and Derriford Hospital

Frequency of public transport x See 3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x footpaths in good condition

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x
No seats, planters, water features or 
public art.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x See 4.3-4

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x See 4.5

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x See 1.6-7, 3.5, 5.2
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

N/A

Opportunities to consolidate the centre could 
include change of use back to residential for 

some of the units. There is however no evidence 
as a result from the site visit that suggests the 

centre needs to be reduced contracted.

Wolseley Road comprises of a small business 
park containing businesses such as a dentist 

and a nursery with a community resource 
centre. This is located next to a Co-op 

supermarket with an integrated Post Office. 
There is also a range of local shops and a 

gospel hall which extend along Wolseley Road. 
A new Lidl store has been built to the rear of Co-

op and has its own car parking.

17

N/A

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Any further expansion would result in loss of car 
parking, or change of use from residential to 

retail.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Co-op Pharmacy, Warrens bakery, Co-op 
supermarket, Lidl Supermarket, Coral and 

Lloyds TSB

Low

2. Photo #:



Milehouse

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 33.30% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2 33.30% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 1 16.70%
Vacant Units 1 16.70%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 6 100%

Commentary on vacant units

Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

g
is based on a shopping hub on the busy 
Wolseley Road (A3064) near Milehouse 
junction. This feels less like a 
neighbourhood centre due to its location 

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 73.064 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

There are far more neighbourhood 
centres within Stoke than the current 
population should be able to sustain. 
Milehouse neighbourhood centre – 
Actual catchment population 880.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

The A386, ‘strategic city route’ runs 
north south along the eastern boundary 
of Stoke. It is a dual carriageway 
designed to carry large volumes of 
traffic, and is very vehicular dominated 
with a central strip. This road causes a 
barrier to pedestrians. 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
Frequency of public transport x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Street furniture is very bland and 
uninspiring consisting of road barriers, 
grey street lamps.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x As above

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x x none

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The neighbourhood of Stoke is an area 
of concern in terms of crime, ranking 7th 
worst neighbourhood in Plymouth.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

The centre benefits from central Park 
being a 5 minute walk from the centre, 
however, the A386 creates a boundary 
between Stoke and Central Park, and 
areas to the east, to those on foot and 
cycle. Milehouse Junction is particularly 
bad to cross, forming a physical and 
psychological barrier to pedestrians

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/A

Opportunities to consolidate the centre could 
involve conversion of the retail units back to 

residential.

Other uses which exist in and around the centre 
include; a garage, a pub, 

5

One vacant unit exists within the centre and is 
located right in the centre. Full planning 

permission (05/01044/ful) has been granted for 
18 flats over 4 storeys, above a basement car 

park. Conversion of this building has now started 
on site.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding residential 
development

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

none

Low

2. Photo #:



Seagrave Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 20%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 4 80%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 5 100%

Commentary on vacant units

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 85.892 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
car parking bays available immediately 
adjacent the centre.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

Seagrove Road neighbourhood centre – 
Actual catchment population is approx. 
1,130. The current neighbourhood 
population is around 7,654 which should 
only sustain 1 neighbourhood centre and
2-3 local centres. 1 neighbourhood 
centre and 5 local centres were 
identified. The future population of 
Beacon Park & Pennycross is predicted 
to remain fairly stable.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Surrounding streets are fairly 
permeable, however the rolling 
topogrpahy can create difficulty in 
getting around on foot or bicycle. The 
centre itself is located on a residential 
street and is set back from the road. 
There are no pedestrian crossings 
however the level of traffic generated in 
the area does not create a barrier.

Provision of cycle paths/routes

There are no cycle paths in or around 
the centre, however this is not 
considered to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking As above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre?

The centre is well served by public 
transport routes with regular buses 
passing through it.

Frequency of public transport As above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x
Footpaths are well maintained along 
with planters and railings.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x As above

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

There are no public telephones or toilets 
however given the local role the centre 
is playing, this is not considered to be an
issue.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The neighbourhood of Beacon Park & 
Pennycross is an area of concern in 
terms of crime, ranking 9th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth, although 
there were no signs of vandalism or 
crime in and around the centre

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x
Shopfronts are well maintained, however
the buildings are unimaginative.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

Central Park is a 5min walk from the 
centre. There are planters located within 
the centre, and the street is lined with 
trees.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/A

It would be difficult to contract this centre due to 
the design of the units. A future opportunity could 

involve redevelopment of the entire block.

N/A

5

N/A

Traffic light' system

 

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding residential

Premier Convenience Store

Enigma and Gracious Me salons

Seagrave Road neighbourhood centre, 
which is based around a small shopping 
hub, within a small row of purpose built 

shops (including a grocery shop, a 
beauty salon, an art suppliers and hair 

salon). 

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:



Peverell Park Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 5 included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 1
A3 Café & Restaurant 0
A4 Drinking Establishments 0
A5 Take Away 1
Vacant Units 1
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0
Total 9 See "other" uses for remaining 10%

Commentary on vacant units
Some units are dispersed from the 
main frontage of centre which is located 
on Peverell Park Road

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

Look in detail at the neighbourhood’s 
need for the facilities it is currently 
lacking, and consider ways to introduce 
facilities such as a leisure/ arts centre.
• Consider the need for additional local 
facilities within the neighbourhood. 
Consider allowing local/ corner shop 
use at local centres, possibly to create 
a new local centre.
• Look at ways to encourage quality 
food shop development within 
neighbourhood centre to provide 
access to high quality local food 
shopping.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 303,904ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) Your Local Co op

Presence of quality independents (comments)

La Beau and Honors Florist

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for 
let / sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectation

s
ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

No opportunities to increase car 
parking, however, streets surrounding 
the centre offer some car parking.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x Centre is located on busy road surrounded by residential
Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

y ,
pedestrian crossing islands aid 
movement across busy road. Junction 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x See 3.7-8
Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
Frequency of public transport x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x See 4.3-4

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x See 4.5

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x See 1.6-7, 3.5, 5.2
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 

The edges of the centre are 
immediately surrounded by residential 
units, providing limited opportunities for 
future expansion. 

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

Harwell Veterinary Centre (D1)

One vacant unit, surveys show that unit was 
occupied in 2008 as an estate agents - located on 

Weston Park Road, adjacent takeaway. 

%
10%
50%
10%

4

KF 14/07/10

0%
0%

10%
10%
0%

90%

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

limited

Centre is well occupied, however, those units 
located on Weston Park Road are separated from 

the primary frontage 

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

No details listed on vacant property

Average

Average

2. Photo #:



Henders Corner

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 33.30% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2 33.30% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 2 33.30%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%

Total 6 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 77.297 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On-street car parking is available and is 
considered sufficient for this centre

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Henders Corner has a catchment area of 
23 ha with an actual catchment 
population of 1030 people - the Hartley 
and Mannamead SNA considers this 
catchment is not sufficient to sustain the 
use of the centre. This low catchment is 
probably due to the hilly topography. 
Current faciilties are however important 
to the existing population.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

Mannamead Road runs through the 
neighbourhood creating a siginifcant 
barrier to pedestrian movement. This 
has been addressed by few pedestrian 
crossings. The junction at Henders 
Corner can be extremely busy at peak 
hours of the day. The crossings that 
have been implemented work well, 
however, pedestrians using shops to the 
east of the centre have to navigate a 
busy road where cars are often parked 
along both sides hindering visibility for 
pedestrians.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle routes throughout the 
centre itself, however, at the traffic lights 
on Henders Corner, there is a priority 
box for cyclists.

Provision of cycle parking x

Limited, however, this is not considered 
to be an issue due to the nature of the 
local centre, the population it serves and 
the hilly topography.

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

There is a choice of two bus companies 
with several bus routes creating an 
excellent public transport link in and out 
of the city.

Frequency of public transport x See above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Footpaths are well maintained, there are 
no other public facilities or street 
furniture, however this is not considered 
to be an issue.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Limited however this is likely to be a 
result of the centre being on a busy 
street with little space for seats and 
planters etc.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x
The retail units and surrounding building 
are well maintained

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x See 4.5
Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x See 1.6-7, 3.5, 5.2
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre
Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/A

Retails units could be converted back to 
residential in order to contract the extent of the 

centre.

Emmanual Church is situated on Mannamead 
Road and is used for community events. Higher 

Compton Local Centre is a 10mins walking 
distance east of Henders Corner

8

N/A

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Opportunities to expand are limited due to 
surrounding residential.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Boots Pharmacy

Mannamead Hair and Beauty

2. Photo #:



Hyde Park Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)

DIVERSITY OF USE Number
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 4 See separate schedule for what is

A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 16 included in each category

A2 Financial & Professional 2
A3 Café & Restaurant 2
A4 Drinking Establishments 0
A5 Take Away 2
Vacant Units 4
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 1
Total 31

Commentary on vacant units

Remainder of units vacant are 
dispersed throughout the centre. No 
patterns exist to the vacancies.

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage 
Length of longest continuous frontage 333.645
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

Friary Mill Bakery, March Hair, St Lukes 
Hospice. Co op is located west of the 
centre within Peverell Park Road local 
centre.

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Mr Scarecrows, Treats Beauty and Gift 
Shop, Sage Cafe

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectat

ions
ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

On street parking available outside retail 
units, however, parking in surrounding 
residential streets is limited at times due 
to resident permit parking.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Busy route as the street is used as a 
thoroughfare for those living in Peverell 
etc to Mutley Plain and City Centre.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

One pedestrian crossing located within 
the centre located to the east.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x No cycle paths

Provision of cycle parking x No cycle parking

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Bus stop within the centre but also 
numerous stops located along Mutley 
Plain

Frequency of public transport x See 3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x
No seating, planters etc identified 
throughout the centre.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
No presence of these within the centre, 
minimal litter.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x See 4.3-4

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x See 4.5

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

Trees within the centre could improve 
the environmental quality, however, the 
options to locate these are limited due to 
pedestrian walkways and the road.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 

The edges of the centre are surrounded 
by residential streets and the Peverell 
Park Road Centre to the west. 

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

The centre functions well and all units 
on the periphery of the boundary have 
active uses, which are associated with 
and support the role and function of the 
rest of the centre.

n/a

23

3.2%

100.0%

%

One unit in prominent location within the 
centre, (previously a Threshers store)   

KF 14/07/10

n/a

n/a 

6.5%
0.0%
6.5%
12.9%

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited

12.9%
51.6%
6.5%

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Low

average

2. Photo #:



West Hoe

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 25.00%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2 25.00%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 2 25%
A4 Drinking Establishments 1 12.50%
A5 Take Away 1 12.50%
Vacant Units 0 0.00%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%

Total

8 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 74.967 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x On street parking
Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x Good
Provision of cycle paths/routes x No cycle facilities
Provision of cycle parking x

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
The centre is served by frequent public 
transport.

Frequency of public transport x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x footpaths are well maintained.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Limited, however there are a couple of 
cafes with seating outside which create 
a welcoming atmosphere.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x telephones

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The City Centre is an area of concern in 
terms of crime,
ranking 5th worst neighbourhood in 
Plymouth, however this is likely to be a 
result of the night time uses and alcohol 
related crime. There was no evidence of 
crime within West Hoe centre at the 
time of site visit.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

Conversion from retail to resi. Little evidence to 
suggest the centre needs contracting.

N/A

4

N/A

Traffic light' system

 

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Conversion from residential to retail

Spar, 

High

West Hoe and the Hoe – is a distinct 
area of late

Georgian and early Victorian housing 
with some 20th

century infill. 3-4 storey terraces, create 
well enclosed

strongly defined streets. The area has a 
‘grand’ feel

although the appearance of some 
buildings require

attention. Much of the Hoe area is a 
Conservation Area

reflecting its high quality architectural 
style.

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:



PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 4 5.80%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 35 50.70%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 12 17.4%
A4 Drinking Establishments 8 11.60%
A5 Take Away 6 8.70%
Vacant Units 4 5.80%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 69 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 131.365
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

Car parking along Southside Street and 
Madeira Road as well as a surface car 
park along Lambhay Hill

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

g
centre is good. Although, traffic can 
access the centre along Southside 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There is little provision for cyclists in and 
around the Barbican. This may be due 
to the medieval street patterns which 
are steep in some areas.

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre?

There is a bus route which passes 
through the local centre. The centre is 
also located close to the Bretonside Bus 
Station.

Frequency of public transport

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

The Barbican/Sutton Harbour – is the 
original medieval
core of Plymouth and has a very strong, 
positive ‘sense of
place’ defined by its surviving historic 
street patterns and
architecture. It is a Conservation Area 
and has many
references to Plymouth’s seafaring 
history. Narrow
streets and steep topography in places 
gives the area an
interesting, small scale, enclosed 
character. Cafes,
restaurants, shops and clubs make this 
a hub of activity
and a popular tourist destination;

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The City Centre is an area of concern in 
terms of crime,
ranking 5th worst neighbourhood in 
Plymouth. This could be due to the bars 
and clubs and alcohol related voilence 
and antisocial behaviour.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x

The Barbican is within a conservation 
area and buildings are well maintained 
and provide lots of character. 
Shopfronts are also well maintained 
throughout the centre.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

Limited to planters due to the narrow 
medieval streets, however the Barbican 
is a 5 min walk from The Hoe where 
there is significant greenspace 
overlooking the waterfront.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

St lukes Hospice, Co-op, Subway, Kings 
Sturge, Edinburgh Woollen Mill

HIGH

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

y p g
along Exchange Street and Vauxhall Street in 
the form of more bars, restaurants and other 

retail.

The Barbican: neighbourhood centre is 
a large mixed

use area including shops, pubs, clubs, 
cafes and

restaurants and forms a popular 
destination for visitors

and locals;

N/A

Option to convert retail back to residential. 
Redevelopment would not be appropriate as 

would result in a loss of valuable historic 
environment.

42

dispersed throughout the centre



Pennycomequick

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 33.30% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 4 66.70% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 6 100%

Commentary on vacant units

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 227.273 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

On street car parking along Stuart Road. 
There is a private car park for customer 
using Beacon Appliances store

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

There are far more neighbourhood 
centres within Stoke than the current 
population should be able to sustain. 
Pennycomequick neighbourhood centre–
Actual catchment population 870.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

y
busy roundabout. In addition to this and 
the level of traffic generated, it can be 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle routeways or paths 
throughout the centre, however, this is 
not an issue when considering the role of
the centre.  

Provision of cycle parking x No cycle parking

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
The centre is located on a busy bus 
route.

Frequency of public transport x Good

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x
Conditions of foothpaths and street 
furniture is considered to be good

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

There are no seats, planters etc which 
create a bland street scene with very 
little opportunity for people to interact 
within. It is however important to 
consider that this centre is set on a busy 
road where the conditions may not be 
suitable for seating.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

There are no telephones or toilets 
located within the centre, however due to
the size and function of the centre, this is
not considered to be an issue.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The neighbourhood of Stoke is an area 
of concern in terms of crime, ranking 7th 
worst neighbourhood in Plymouth. Site 
visit did not show any evidence of crime 
within the centre.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x Average
Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x No CCTV identified on site visit.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x

No trees or landscaping within the 
centre, however, it benefits from good 
proximity to Central Park.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/A

Opportunities to consolidate would include 
reverting units back to residential use.

Stuart Social Club

8

N/A

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

pp p
of car parking to the west of the centre currently 
used by Beacon Electrical Stores and Royal mail 

for staff car parking.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Premier Local Shop

Beacon Electrical Appliances, Speedy Hire

2. Photo #:



Ebrington Street

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 6 13.40%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 19 42.20%
A2 Financial & Professional 2 4.40%
A3 Café & Restaurant 3 6.7%
A4 Drinking Establishments 3 6.70%
A5 Take Away 7 15.50%
Vacant Units 5 11.10%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 45 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 305.315 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On street parking is available in and 
around the centre.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Ebrington Street is a busy road, 
particularly at peak times of the day, as 
traffic passes through on route to and 
from the City centre, There is one 
pedestrian crossing in the centre

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are some cycle parking facilitie s 
located outside the Tesco Store, 
however there are no cycle routes 
throughout the centre.

Provision of cycle parking x See Above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

The centre is served by a frequent bus 
route and is also in close walking 
distance to Bretonside Bus Station.

Frequency of public transport x See Above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x
Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Buildings and shopfronts are well 
maintained. Ebrington – has a mix of 
buildings ranging from medieval
through to late 20th Century. The 
central shopping hub is
well defined and has a positive sense of 
place although
compromised in places by buildings of 
poor architecture
and/or condition. Georgian/Victorian 
terraces create well
defined streets. The area has a busy 
and colourful
character with many brightly painted 
buildings. Some
streets are steep.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Tesco supermarket, Friary Mill Bakery, 
Premier Convenience Store, Subway 

HIGH

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to residential

Ebrington neighbourhood centre is a 
busy medium

sized shopping hub on Ebrington Street, 
comprising a

range of shops, cafes, public houses, 
hair-dressers and

other services.

N/a

conversion of retail to residential. 
Redevelopment could be inappropriate if it were 

to result in a loss of historic environment.

36



PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 20% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2 40% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 1 20%
A3 Café & Restaurant 1 20%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 5 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 42.618 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On-street parking only which is 
considered adequate.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Dale Road neighbourhood centre – 
Actual catchment
population approx. 2,320.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x See 3.6

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities throughout 
the centre however this is not 
considered to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
Dale Road local centre has a bus route 
running through the centre of it.

Frequency of public transport x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Condition of footpaths are average, 
however there are limited public 
facilities and street furniture.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x
There are no seats, planters, litter bins, 
water features or public art.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

No public facilities such as toilets or 
telephones, however this is not 
considered to be an issue.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The neighbourhood of Mutley & 
Greenbank is an area of concern in 
terms of crime, ranking 15th worst 
neighbourhood in Plymouth, however 
there were no signs of crime throughout 
the centre at the time of site visit.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x
Buildings and shopfronts are well 
maintained.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x
No concerns over levels of personal 
security.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
There are no trees or green 
landscaping throughout this centre.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Londis

Hop Shop, Platinum Hair and Beauty

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Opportunities to expand the centre are limited to 
conversions from residential to retail.

There are currently no vacant units within the 
centre and no key sites have remined 

undeveloped.

Opportunities to contract the extent of the centre 
are limited. Uses operating on the fringe of the 

centre are active uses 

Dale Road neighbourhood centre (based on 
shopping hub containing facilities which are fairly 
spread out along the road with residential units 
in between the shops. The total length from one 

end of the centre to the other is approx 200 
metres.

5

Two dental surgeries.



Higher Compton

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 18.20% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 6 54.50% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 1 9.10%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 2 18.20%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%

Total 11 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 46.293 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
Car parking in and around the centre 
consists of on street parking.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

According to the SNA, the population of 
Higher Compton is not sufficient to 
support a neighbourhood centre, yet the 
centre appears to function well.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x See 3.6
Provision of cycle paths/routes x See 3.7-8
Provision of cycle parking x

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

The neighbourhood centre is served by 
several regular bus routes from/to the 
city centre, Derriford hospital and other 
parts of the city.

Frequency of public transport x See 3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

The centre appears, clean and well 
maintained, although there are limited 
facilities for people to sit and interact in 
and around the centre. This is likely to 
be a result of the centre being situated 
on a fairly busy road and limited space 
for street furniture.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x
There are no seating areas throughout 
the neighbourhood.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x
buildings and shopfronts are of good 
quality and well maintained

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Higher Compton is an area of no 
particular concern in terms of crime, 
ranking 34th worst neighbourhood (out 
of 43). No signs of crime throughout the 
centre.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

The centre is not close to any areas of 
green space and there are a few trees 
throughout the centre. This is not 
considered to be an issue, however, 
some green infrastructure could soften 
the street scene.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

N/A

The edges of the centre could be contracted 
through reverting some retail units back to 

residential.

The Centre provides a moderate range of shops,
including the Co-op and a smal Tesco 

supermarket, a post office, pharmacy, two pubs, 
and a Methodist hall. There are very limited 

crèche/nursery facilities in the neighbourhood.

6

N/A

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Opportunities to expand the centre are limited 
due to the surrounding residential.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Betfred, Your Local Co-op, Friary Mill Bakery, 
Co-op Pharmacy

Reads DIY Stores, The Compton Barber Shop

2. Photo #:



Eggbuckland

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 66.60%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 1 33.30%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0.00%
A5 Take Away 0 0.00%
Vacant Units 0 0.00%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 3 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 133.530 ft 
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for 
let / sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On street car parking in a busy 
residential area.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

No info on catchment, however given 
the average housing density of the 
neighbourhood (17dph), it is likely that 
the catchment population would be 
low.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Pedestrian movement around the 
centre is good.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
There are no cycle facilities although 
this is not considered to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x See above
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
Frequency of public transport x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Footpaths are well maintained however 
the centre is predominantly made up of 
units converted from residential into 
retail and therefore there is little by way 
of layout and street furniture to really 
identify the area as a shopping centre, 
aside from the shops themselves.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x See above

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

See above, although given the size of 
the centre it is not felt that the absence 
of toilets or telephones is an issue.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
No evidence of crime throughout the 
neighbourhood.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x
Buildings are well maintained, as are 
shopfronts

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x tree lined residential street
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any 
allocations in existing plans and why 
they have remained undeveloped. 
Desktop exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:

None

Vassos Patisserie

The SNA states: 2 shops on Frogmore 
Avenue are also classed as local 

centre within the Adopted local Plan, 
though due to limited facilities we 

would question whether this is a local 
centre according to the methodology 

used.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding residential

N/A

N/A

Conversion of retail back to residential

N/A

4

N/A

Traffic light' system

 



Delamere Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 0
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2
A2 Financial & Professional 0
A3 Café & Restaurant 0
A4 Drinking Establishments 0
A5 Take Away 1
Vacant Units 1
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0
Total 4

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 106.694 ft 
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

On street car parking only which is 
considered to be adequate for the 
centre.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

Delamere Road local centre has a 
catchment of about 110 dwellings giving 
a catchment population of 242 which is 
considered to be low.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

centre is generally ok, however the units 
are raised and set back from the road 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
There are no cycle facilities however 
this is nto considered to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

A bus stop is located immediately 
adjacent the centre and is served by a 
frequent bus service.

Frequency of public transport x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Footpaths are well maintained however 
there is limited street furniture and 
public facilities

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x
there are no seats, planters, water 
features or public art.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x
There is a post box but no telephones 
or toilets.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

There were no signs of crime 
throughout the centre. According to 
crime statistics for Plymouth and the 
applied criteria, the neighbourhood of 
Eggbuckland is an area of no particular 
concern in terms of crime, ranking 30th 
worst neighbourhood (out of 43)

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

The buildings have quite a tired 
appearance however the shopfronts are 
well maintained.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
There is an area of landscaping to the 
west of the centre.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

Delamere Road local centre: Most of 
the facilities are grouped together and 

form a local centre focussed on 
Delamere Road (identified as local 

centre in First Deposit Local Plan). This 
is in walking distance of Austin Farm 

Primary School and a Scout Hut, 
comprises 4 shops and is located on a 

main bus route within the 
neighbourhood.

N/A

Conversion of retail to residential, although this 
might not be suitable.

N/A

4

One vacant unit on the edge of the centre: 65 
Delamere Road has been vacant for less than a 

year.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Landscaping to the west could be used for 
expansion.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

N/A

Low

2. Photo #:



Efford

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 40% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2 40% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 1 20%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 5 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 263.681 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for 
let / sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

There is one PCC owned car park 
immediately adjacent the retail units. 
The remainder of the the car parking 
provision consists on on street parking 
along Torridge Way.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

According to the SNA the local centre 
does not have a sufficient population 
within its walking catchment area to 
sustain its use.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

g
neighbourhood is difficult due to hilly 
topography. In terms of the centre 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x See 3.7-8

Provision of cycle parking x

There is no provision for cyclists 
around the centre, however this is likely 
to be a result of the hilly topography. 
There is an off-road cycle route along 
Plymouth Road.

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x The centre is served by a bus route
Frequency of public transport x

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Limited public facilities and street 
furniture provide little opportunity for 
social interaction in and around the 
centre.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x As above.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

There are no public toilets however this 
is not considered to be an issue for a 
local centre of this size.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x

The neighbourhood has a very 
repetitive urban form which provides 
little character, and Efford Local Centre 
is no exception.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x
Efford is ranked 26th worst 
neighbourhood for crime.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x See 1.6-7, 3.5, 5.2
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any 
allocations in existing plans and why 
they have remained undeveloped. 
Desktop exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Your Local Co-op, Co-op Pharmacy

Quality Fayre (Baker)

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

y
retail units are believed to be owned by PCH 
due to the residential above. Any expansion 

would probably involve redevelopment to 

N/A

N/A

N/A

6

Efford Medical Centre



Leigham

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 40.00% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 1 20.00% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 1 20.00%
A5 Take Away 1 20.00%
Vacant Units 0 0.00%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 5 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 87.041
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

There is a car park approx 0.2 hectares 
immediately to the NE of the centre. 
Considering there are only 5 units within 
the centre, this exceeds the expectations 
for parking provision.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Based on 496 households in the 
catchment
area of the neighbourhood centre, the 
average
household size of 2.5, the actual current
catchment population of the 
neighbourhood centre
is 1240. This is considered low.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

pedestrian movement in and around the 
centre is fairly good, however, the layout 
of the centre is unwelcoming as it turns 
its back on the surrounding residential 
areas

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
There are no cycle facilities however this 
is not considered to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Leigham and Mainstone is served by bus 
services.
The 50A runs every 15 minutes on 
weekdays
through Leigham. For the rest of the
neighbourhood there are services every 
half hour
and hourly in the evening and on 
Sundays

Frequency of public transport x See above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x Poor public facilities and street furniture.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x
No seating, planters, water features or 
public art.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

No toilets or telephones however this is 
not considered to be an issue in relation 
to the size of the centre.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

There were signs of vandalism and 
graffiti within the centre. The 
neighbourhood of Leigham & Mainstone 
is an
area to have a watching brief over in 
terms of
crime, ranking 27th worst neighbourhood 
in
Plymouth.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

The shop buildings themselves are of 
low quality design, some in poor 
condition.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x

Areas of landscaping and a play pitch 
are not far from the centre. however 
there are no trees within the centre.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/A

Retail units could be converted back to 
residential, or the centre and the car parking 
could provide a redevelopment opportunity.

N/A

3

N/A

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Car parking could be used for expansion/provide 
a viable option for redevelopment.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

N/A

Low

2. Photo #:



Stone Barton

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 14.30%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 2 28.50%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0.00%
A5 Take Away 1 14.30%
Vacant Units 3 42.90%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 7 100%

Commentary on vacant units

Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 103.412 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

On street parking only which is 
considered to be adequate. There are 
likely to be congestion and parking 
problems at the beginning and the end 
of the school day due to the proximity of 
Hele's School to the centre.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Seymour Road has a catchment area of 
16ha giving a
catchment population of 323. The low 
catchment populations are in part due 
to poor
permeability and a low housing density 
in the
neighbourhood.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Pedestrian movement around the 
centre is fairly good. Traffic generated 
along Seymour Road does not present 
any problems.

Provision of cycle paths/routes
There are no cycle facilities in and 
around the centre.

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
There is no bus route travelling through 
Seymour Road.

Frequency of public transport x See above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x
Limited street furniture, footpaths are in 
good condition.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x limited 
Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x Postbox, no telephones or toilets

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

no signs of crime throughout the centre. 
There are no particular concerns in 
terms of crime throughout the 
neighbourhood of Woodford.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Buildings and shopfronts appear to be 
well maintained, although the centre is 
lacking in character.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
There are landscape areas and trees 
along Seymour Road.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Retail Plymouth 30 Sq M (323 Sq Ft) £185,000 
UNDER OFFER

7 Seymour Road

Mace convenience store

Talbys shoe repairs and trophys

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

p g
provide opportunity for expansion. Otherwise 

opportunities are fairly limited due to surrounding 
residential and the school opposite

Seymour Road neighbourhood centre is 
based on a

shopping hub and Hele’s School.

See info on vacant units

Conversion/redevelopment of the retail units 
back to residential.

Hele's Secondary School opposite

6

Vacancies dispersed throughout centre - 7 
Seymour Road: vacant for less than 1 year, 

previously a letting agents. 5A has been vacant 
since 2006, previously a hairdressers. 3A has 

been vacant since surveys began in 2001.



Colebrook

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 13.3% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 46.7% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0.0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0.0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 6.7%
A5 Take Away 13.3%
Vacant Units 13.3%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 6.7%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

Small local centre to serve a small 
catchment area. The nieghbourhood is 
lacking in many facilities, including  
sports facilities, youth centres, 
community centres and community 
offices and health centres, although one 
is situated just outside boundary.

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

See separate list for examples
Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

topography is steep in many places 
making it difficult to travel on foot or 
cycle. The streets are not laid out in a 
clear grid, but pedestrian grids have 
been incorporated which dramatically aid
permeability.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

The roads are narrow with cars parked 
either side, poor provision for cyclists, 
but the roads are not excessively busy.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? ?

Frequency of public transport x

one bus route runs through colebrook, 
but not on a strategic neighbourhood 
route, bus stop opposite shopping hub. 
Only one hourly bus stops there (The No
19)

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

In General, Colebrook & Newnham is of 
a moderate quality. Most of the housing, 
green space and public realm is in good 
condition.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x
There are no particular concerns in 
terms of crime.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

There are a number of greens and large 
green verges surrounding many of the 
residential streetswhich can be used for 
informal recreation and playgrounds.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) Creaven House, Newnham Industrial Estate, 
PL7 4JN. B1 Office  lease assignment, rent not 
quoted, 47m². Stratton Greber Commercial (2) 
Lister Mill Business Park, Unit 14, PL7 4BA. B1 
Office , £8,000 p.a. (approx £4.44 psf) 167m² 
London & Westcountry Esta

Coop

Average to good

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Generally constrained though some existing 
businesses (garage) could be redeveloped

AP

Fringes appear relatively strong and well 
occipied.  Number of vacancies in centre suggest 
reasonable health and apparent need to contract.

8

BW 09.07.10

1
2
2
1

15

94.816 ft 

Inside Boundary;Motor Vehicle Repairs Outside 
Boundary; Car Sales, Religious Meeting Facility, 
Nursery, Green, Health Centre

Limited

Number
2
7
0
0



Chaddlewood

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 14.3% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 14.3% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 14.3%
A3 Café & Restaurant 14.3%
A4 Drinking Establishments 14.3%
A5 Take Away 28.6%
Vacant Units 0.0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0.0%
Total 100.0%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
Chaddlewood is lacking in many 
community facilities, i.e. post office, 
sports hall, all dirstrict facilities (except 
health centres) and all citywide facilities

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage
RETAILER REPRESENTATION
Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments)

See separate list for examples
Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for 
let / sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x Comments on no. of car parks

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x
Commentary of footfall on principal 
routes

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, pedestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Many cul-de-sacs lead to poor 
permeability, which is Improving. 
Undulating, steep topography hinders 
movement. Low traffic levels.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
No cycle paths, but roads are not busy 
so cyclists feel safe.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x
Many bus routes, 4 bus stops within 
neighbourhood centre.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

A mixture of high and low quality 
houses within neighbourhood. Houses 
& streets are very well maintained.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

No areas of particular concern. some 
green spaces feel secluded and 
unsafe.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

Good provision of open space for 
recreation and play, but poor provision 
for sport. Vast majority of residents live 
within a 5 minute walk of a green 
space.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE
Opportunities to expand centre Comments on opportunities on the 

edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any 
allocations in existing plans and why 
they have remained undeveloped. 
Desktop exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

(1) Block A, Langage Business Park Office 
Campus Ashleigh Way, PL7 5JX. B1 Office , 
£17,687 p.a. (approx £11.50 psf) 143m², King 
Sturge (2) Falcon House, Langage Business 
Park. PL7 5JY, B1 Office . Rent: £130,541p.a. 
Sale: £1,800,000, 782m², King Sturge

Coop, Coral

Two units

2. Photo #:

n/a

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Possible extension of Coop foodstore onto 
surface car parking

AP

Modern compact centre

7

BW 09.07.10

1
2
0
0

7

98.196 ft

Inside Boundary; None Outside Boundary; 
Community Centre, Surgery, 2 Health Centres, 
Green. 

None

Number
1
1
1
1



Underwood Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 3 23.00%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 4 30.70%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 1 7.60%
A5 Take Away 1 7.60%
Vacant Units 4 30.70%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%

Total 13 100%

Commentary on vacant units

Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 106.726 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let /
sale and the agent's details. Revert back 
to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Underwood Road local centre – Actual
catchment population approx. 472 which 
is low.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

No cycle facilities throughout the centre 
however this is not considered to be an 
issue.

Provision of cycle parking x See above.

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x x

Most of the neighbourhood is served well 
by public transport. Buses are less 
frequent through the Underwood area
and around the older part of Plympton St 
Maurice, however this could be a result 
of demand. 

Frequency of public transport x x See above.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x Footpaths are well maintained.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

There are no planters, seating, water 
features or public art. This is not 
surprising given that the centre is located 
on a narrow street.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

In general the neighbourhood feels very 
safe during the
daytime and appears to suffer little from 
anti-social
behaviour at night. There were no signs 
of crime or antisocial behavious 
throughout the centre.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

There is a very clear sense of identity. 
The buildings add character to the centre 
and shopfronts are well maintained.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x
There is limited green infrastructure 
throughout the centre.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the edges 
of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

See info on vacant units

conversion of retail back to residential.

N/A

8

28 Underwood Road has been vacant for less 
than a year and was used as a greengrocers 

according to the 2009 survey. 16 underwood road,
vacant less that one year, previously a furniture 
shop. 11 Underwood road, vacant since 2006, 

previously equestrian supplies. 120A Underwod 
Road vacant since 2003, previously used as part 

of takeaway.

Traffic light' system

 

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding developments

No info on vacant units

Bargain Booze

Glow Worm Stained Glass, James Hingston 
Butchers, 

Underwood Road local centre: this 
contains some

shops including a post office, public 
house and

mini-market.

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:



Elburton

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 3 13.60% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 11 50% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 2 9.10%
A3 Café & Restaurant 1 4.50%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 4 18.30%
Vacant Units 1 4.50%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 22 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 101.411 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) Medium>low number of multiple retailers

Presence of quality independents (comments) A good number of indepenent retailers 
providing quality goods and services

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x x

The only available car parking is on-
street, however due to the traffic levels 
through Springfield Road, parking 
restrictions apply in most places. 

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Springfield Road has a catchment area 
of 24ha giving a catchment population of 
1094. The Elburton and Dunstone SNA 
considered this to be an insufficient 
catchement number to sustain the 
centre.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

Springfield Road generates a lot of traffic 
linking residents to Plymstock, Plympton 
and the City Centre, therefore, pedestrian
movement across the road can be 
difficult during peak hours. The A379 is 
also a significant barrier to pedestrians. 
There is one pedestrian crossing and one
crossing island along Springfield Road.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There is no provision for cyclists along 
Springfield Road, however there are 
cycle routes along Elburton Road. The 
topography allows good opportunities for 
cycling.

Provision of cycle parking x
Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Frequency of public transport x

The frequency of public transport varies 
throughout the time of day with fewer 
services operating during the evenings.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x
Footpaths are well maintained however 
there is no street furniture.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
No signs of vandalism, grafitti etc and 
very small amounts of litter.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

The local centre is quite distinctive and 
buildings and shopfronts are in good 
condition. There are some good 
examples of Victorian and pre-victorian 
housing which give Springfield Road a 
"village" feel.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

The neighbourhood is ranked 11th worst 
for crime in Plymouth (out of 43). 
Interestingly, however, there were no 
signs of any crime throughout the local 
centre.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

The centre is not located near any areas 
of green open space. In addition there 
are few trees and no areas of 
landscaping. As some of the shops are 
set back from the pedestrian walkway, 
there could be opportunities for planters 
to add character to the centre and 
enhance its "village" feel.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the edges
of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre
Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Your Local Co-op, Warrens Bakery, 

The lemon Treet Café, The Old Smithy Florist, 
Plymstock Gallery and Frames, Elburton 

Watch Repairs

2. Photo #:

DRAFT FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Expansion of the centre is limited due to 
surrounding residential. There are however some 

uses surrounding the centre which could be 
redeveloped in the future to accommodate some 

N/A
All areas with active uses are associated with the 

role and function of the centre. Contracting the 
edges of the centre would be possible through 

changes of use, conversion of 
buildings/redevelopment. This could create a 

more compact centre, however, at present the 
centre appears to be functioning well.

There is a fairly good range of shops along 
springfield road. Other uses include a dog 

groomers, a well being and beauty centre, a GP 
Surgery, a care home, a pub and a methodist hall 

and a primary school.
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The one vacancy is a first floor unit which is edge 
of centre and has remained vacant since...



Hooe

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 33.30% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 1 16.60% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0.00%
A3 Café & Restaurant 1 16.6%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0.00%
A5 Take Away 2 33.30%
Vacant Units 0 0.00%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 6 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 111.450 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x x

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Hooe Road Neighbourhood Centre – 
Actual
catchment population approx. 1,348

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

g
high, however there is a pedestrian 
crossing available to aid pesdestrian 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities however this 
is not considered to be an issue, 
particularly given the topography 
surrounding the centre.

Provision of cycle parking x See above.

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Both Hooe and Oreston Neighbourhood 
Centres are served
by bus routes to the City Centre and 
Derriford, with
frequencies between 1 and 4 times an 
hour.

Frequency of public transport x See above.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x only litter bins

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x x

Hooe, Turnchapel and Oreston is ranked 
40 within
Plymouth for crime which suggests that it
is one of the
safest neighbourhoods in the city. There 
were no signs of crime throughout the 
centre.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x

The centre is a tired, post war 
development which turns its back onto 
Hooe Road. Visitors have to walk into 
the centre before they can actually see a 
shop. The neighbourhood is 
characterised by its waterfront
setting, yet the centre turns its back on a 
park and the waterfront. The quality of 
the building is poor however shopfronts 
are fairly well maintained.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x

The centre benefits from a park and 
childrens play area on the opposite side 
of the road.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Premier Convenience Store

2. Photo #:

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

The centre is surrounded by residential 
development and two key open greenspaces. 

N/A

McMullen Motor Caravan Hire

8

N/A



Oreston

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 40% See separate schedule for what is
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 3 60% included in each category
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 0 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 5 100%

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan

Length of longest continuous frontage 124.114 ft

RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments) Dizzy's Cakes Bakery, H watts Florist, 
HQ Hairdressers

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x

On street car parking is available and is 
considered adequate for the size and 
role of the centre.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Plymstock Road Neighbourhood Centre 
– Actual catchment population approx. 
989. The centre 

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Pedestrian movement is good 
throughout the centre as most of the 
retails units are on one side of Plymstock
Road which has low levels of local traffic 
passing through.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle routes in or around 
the centre however this is not considered
to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x As above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

Oreston Neighbourhood Centre is served
by bus routes to the City Centre and 
Derriford, with frequencies between 1 
and 4 times an hour.

Frequency of public transport x As above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
Police authority data mixed with field 
work observations.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x

The centre benefits from high quality and
well maintained shopfronts. Historically, 
the neighbourhood comprised of 3 
fishing villages, and as a result has 
maintained its historic and distinctive 
character.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Oreston is ranked 40th for crime - 
suggesting it is one of the safest 
neighbourhoods in the city.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x

There is one open green space that can 
be accessed from the centre by a 5 
minute walk.The centre does not benefit 
from any trees,landscaping or planting 
as the centre is on a fairly narrow street.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/AOpportunities to consolidate the centre would
require conversions and changes of use, 

however, the centre appears to be functioning 
well at present. The Quay Newsagent is 

somewhat disjointed from the remaining parade 
of shops. Opportunities to consolidate the units 
and ensure facilities are grouped together could 

There is a methodist church and Oreston primary 
school close to the centre

5

N/A

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited expansion opportunities due to 
surrounding residential.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

Low

Medium

2. Photo #:



Embankment Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 8
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 16
A2 Financial & Professional 1
A3 Café & Restaurant
A4 Drinking Establishments
A5 Take Away 2
Vacant Units 4
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2)
Total 31

Commentary on vacant units Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 429.068 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x x
Car parking within the centre is limited by
permit parking

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Embankment Road neighbourhood 
centre – Actual
catchment population approx. 1,690. 
which is low. Major redevelopment is 
expected within East End,
the
population of the neighbourhood is 
predicted to almost
double to 8,611in the future, which would 
be able to
support 1 neighbourhood centre and 2-4 
local centres.
Further redevelopment in the future may 
require further
local and neighbourhood centres.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x x

The major roads within East End 
interfere with the
neighbourhoods street hierarchy, 
creating barriers to
pedestrian/ cycle movement throughout 
the neighbourhood. The centre is located 
on a strategic route to and from the City 
Centre. As such, Embankment Road is a 
dual carriageway with central barriers. 
Pedestrian movement to the centre is 
eased by two crossings.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle lanes along 
Embankment Road, however there are 
some along Laira Bridge Road. Cycle 
parking is limited.

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x
The centre is well served by public 
transport

Frequency of public transport x see above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x average

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

The neighbourhood of East End is an 
area of concern in
terms of crime, ranking 6th worst 
neighbourhood in
Plymouth. Site visit did not reveal any 
concerns over crime within the centre

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x x

The main street does not benefit from 
any green infrastructure, however the 
centre is located next to a play park 
which contains equipment and is well 
used.

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

N/a

Conversion to residential or other uses could 
contract the extent of the centre. However, there 
is little evidence from site visit to show that this 
would be necessary. Consider proximity to East 
End Business Park - new shops have opened 

here - Boots etc.

Church, small business/office units, Launderette, 
Amusements/gambling shop

25

Dispersed

Traffic light' system

 

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Limited due to surrounding residential

Local Co-op, St Lukes Hospice, Warrens and 
Betfred

Harvest Home Greengrocer, Kushiara Foods, 
Halal Grocery, Imagery Kitchens and 

Bathrooms, Battery Cycle Works

Embankment Road neighbourhood 
centre based

around a shopping hub, with a fairly wide
range of
facilities.

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:



Beaumont Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 9.10%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 5 45.40%
A2 Financial & Professional 1 9.10%
A3 Café & Restaurant 1 9.10%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 0 0%
Vacant Units 3 27.30%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%
Total 11 100%

Commentary on vacant units

Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 119.357 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On street car parking only, restricted at 
certain times due to permit parking.

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

Beaumont Road neighbourhood centre 
– Actual catchment population approx. 
1,318 which is considered to be 
extremely low.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

g
centre is not considered to be an issue. 
The levels of traffic generated is 

Provision of cycle paths/routes x
There are no cycle facilities however 
this is not considered to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x As above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

There are bus routes through the 
Beaumont Road neighbourhood centre 
and Beaumont Road/Tothill Avenue 
neighbourhood centre.

Frequency of public transport x Good.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

Limited public facilities and street 
furniture although condition of footpaths 
is average.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x
No seats, planters, litter bins, water 
features or public art.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x
None although this is not considered to 
be an issue.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x
No visible signs of crime throughout the 
centre.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x x A mix of poor and well maintained units.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x

Mount Gould is ranked 23rd worst 
neighbourhood in terms of crime, 
however there were no visible signs of 
crime throughout the centre

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x Little green infrastructure.
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active 
uses associated with the role and 
function of the centre?

Beaumont Road neighbourhood centre 
is approximately central to the 

residential area of the neighbourhood. 
However it is lacking in facilities and 

does not feel like a centre.

 see  info on vacant units.

Opportunities to contract the extent of the centre 
would involve conversion of retail units back to 
residential. Redevelopment of some units could 

increase catchments around the centre.

14

Two units located at the fringe of centre: 124 
and 126 Beaumont Road. 124 previously used 

as a convenience store in 2009 survey. 126 
previously used as a video shop in 2006 survey. 
One other unit (119) used as motor parts retailer 

in 2007 survey.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Opportunities to expand would involve further 
conversion of residential to retail or 

redevelopment.

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

No advertisements on vacant units

Your local co-op

Low

2. Photo #:



Salisbury Road

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 2 18.20%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 5 45.40%
A2 Financial & Professional 1 9.10%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 1 9.10%
Vacant Units 2 0%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 18.20%
Total 11 100%

Commentary on vacant units

Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders
See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 71.916 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Presence of quality independents (comments)

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY

Quality of car parking provision x
On-street car parking which is 
considered adequate for the centre

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x x

Salisbury Road neighbourhood centre – 
Actual catchment population approx. 
1,727 which is considered to be 
extremely low.

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x

Pedestrian movement throughout the 
centre is relatively freeflowing. There are 
no concerns over the level of traffic 
generated in the area.

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities in and 
around the centre although this is not 
considered to be an issue.

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x x

There are no bus routes running through 
the centre, however there are bus stops 
located in Beaumont Road to the south 
of the centre which involves walking 
up/down a steep hill.

Frequency of public transport x x see above

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x x

Public footpaths are well maintained, 
however there are limited public facilities 
and street furniture.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x x

There are no seats, planters, litter bins, 
water features or public art located within
the centre

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x
Telephones but no toilets which is not 
considered to be an issue.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x

Mount Gould is ranked 23rd worst 
neighbourhood in terms of crime, 
however there were no signs of crime 
throughout the centre at the time of site 
visit.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x Good

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x good ambience.

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x
Salisbury Road is lined with trees which 
helps to soften the street scene. 

CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 
Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses 
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

1.Centre Name: 

2. Photo #:

Labrokes betting shop, Your Local Co-op

The Ivory Tower Bridalwear, Honey "b" 
florist, 

Salisbury Road neighbourhood centre 
runs parallel with Beaumont Road for 

most of its length, separated by streets, 
which cut across both roads. This 

provides a number of local facilities and 
feels more like a centre.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

Conversion of residential units to retail.

See info on vacant units

Opportunities to consolidate could involve 
conversion of retails units back to residential, or 

redevelopment of retail units to increase the 
critical mass around the centre.

Launderette, music school, primary school, 
church

12

64 Salisbury Road was used as a takeway in 
2008 survey. First floor, 48 Durham Avenue 
previously used as a letting agents in 2007 

survey.

Traffic light' system

 



Lipson Vale

PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT & LOCAL CENTRES STUDY

Site Surveyed by (Initial and Date)
Checked by

Notes (refs to PSNS included)
DIVERSITY OF USE Number %
A1 Convenience Goods (food) 1 14.30%
A1 Comparison Goods (non-food) 0 0%
A2 Financial & Professional 0 0%
A3 Café & Restaurant 0 0%
A4 Drinking Establishments 0 0%
A5 Take Away 2 28.50%
Vacant Units 4 57.20%
Office (B1) and Leisure Uses (D2) 0 0%

Total

7 100%

Commentary on vacant units

Comments can include: clustered, at 
fringe, dispersed, recent, long standing

"Other" uses  - please state e.g. market stalls and street traders

See 1.1

AMOUNT OF FLOORSPACE
Total units in prime frontage Measured from plan
Length of longest continuous frontage 217.028 ft
RETAILER REPRESENTATION

Presence of multiple retailers / service providers e.g banks (comments) See separate list for examples

Commentary on rents / yields / land values

Note down any properties that are for let 
/ sale and the agent's details. Revert 
back to desked base analysis.

Falls short of 
expectations

Meets 
expectations

Exceeds 
expectations

ACCESSIBILITY
Quality of car parking provision x limited on-street parking only

Pedestrian linkages through the centre x

Percy Terrace has a catchment area of 
just under 5 ha producing a figure of 
428, although the majority of these 
come from outside Lipson and Laira - 
these figures are substantially below the 
lowest catchment population necessary 
to support a local centre

Ease of pedestrian movement (general traffic levels, predestrian crossings and servicing 
arrangements) x See 3.6

Provision of cycle paths/routes x

There are no cycle facilities throughout 
the centre, however this is not 
considered to be an issue

Provision of cycle parking x See above

Bus stop located within 5 minutes walk of the hub of the centre? x

The centre is well served by buses 
running along the main road to the city 
centre.

Frequency of public transport x Good

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

General condition of footpaths, public faciltities and street furniture x

condition of footpaths is average, 
however there are limited public facilities 
and street furniture.

Presence of seats, planters, litter bins, water features, public art x

There are no seats, planters, water 
features or public art. There are a 
couple of litter bins.

Presence of public facilities eg telephones, toilets x
one public telephone is located east of 
the centre.

Presence of graffiti, fly posting, vandalism and litter x x

Lipson and Laira is ranked as the 22nd 
worst neighbourhood out of 43 for crime. 
There were signs of flyposting and 
graffiti on vacant shopfronts.

Maintenance and repair of buildings, shopfronts and canopies x
The occupied units seem to be in a 
good state of repair.

Level of personal security and police presence, to include CCTV coverage and ambience x See 4.5

Green infrastructure - trees, landscaping and open spaces x See 1.6-7, 3.5, 5.2
CAPACITY FOR GROWTH OR CHANGE

Opportunities to expand centre 

Comments on opportunities on the 
edges of the centre.  Is is constrained? 
Proximity to resi etc.

Length of time key sites have remained undeveloped

Using notes on vacancies above 
investigate why long term vacancies 
have remained so.  Also any allocations 
in existing plans and why they have 
remained undeveloped. Desktop 
exercise after field survey.

Opportunities to consolidate centre

Examine opportunities to contract the 
extent of the centre, again at the edges 
primarily.  Are these areas in active uses
associated with the role and function of 
the centre?

Percy Terrace – Originally Percy Terrace
was a more diverse and important local 
centre. In the last decade, many shops 

have closed down and the frontages 
converted into housing. Today there 

remains 3 shops; two takeaways and a 
door fitting shop. Together with a 

convenience shop located in a filling 
station on the same side of the road, 

this makes up a separate local centre.

See info on vacant units

Opportunities to contract the extent of the centre 
have already been demonstrated by the 

conversion of retail units back to residential.

A garage and a Local Co-op are situated 300 
metres west of the centre on Alexandra Road.

5

13 Lipson Vale and 31 Percy Terrace have been 
vacant since surveys began in 2001. 2002 and 
2003 survey has shown 31a Percy Terrace was 
used as a electrical retailer but has been vacant 
ever since. 28 Percy Terrace was a butchers in 

the 2003 survey - vacant there after.

FIELDWORK PROFORMA

The centre could be expanded through 
conversion of residential units, however, given 

recent performance of the centre and conversion 
of retail units back to residential, this is unlikely to
improve unless the catchment population/viability

of the centre is increased

1.Centre Name: 

Traffic light' system

 

None

None

2. Photo #:
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Appendix 3 – Plans of Local Centres  
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Appendix 4 – Local Centres Composition  
 



 Local Centre No of 
Units 

Vacant 
Units Key Retailers Bakery Estate 

Agent 
Convenience 

Store Newsagent Post 
Office Chemist Hairdressers Laundrette / 

Dry Cleaners 
Hot Food 
Takeaway 

8. Glenholt 3 0 Premier / Post 
Office   Y  Y  Y   

9. Southway 16 1 

Somerfield, 
Martins, 
Select 
Clothing 

Y  Y Y Y Y Y  Y 

10. Upland Drive 7 1   Y  Y   Y  Y 

11. Clittaford Road 3 0 Premier   Y    Y   

12. Tamerton Foliot 3 0 Premier   Y Y     Y 

13. Ernesettle 9 1 Co-Op, 
Martins Y  Y Y Y Y Y   

14. Whitleigh Green 13 2 Co-Op   Y Y Y Y Y  Y 

15. Crownhill 41 2 Co-Op, Three 
Cooks Bakery Y Y Y   Y Y Y Y 

16. Honicknowle  7 2 Premier Y  Y Y  Y Y  Y 

17. West Park 21 2 McColls, 
Ladbrookes Y  Y    Y  Y 

18. Victoria Road 17 1 Gigas Local   Y Y   Y  Y 

19. Congreve Gardens 4 0 Congreve 
Stores   Y Y   Y   

20 Peverell Corner 12 3 Co-Op   Y  Y Y Y   
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 Local Centre No of 
Units 

Vacant 
Units Key Retailers Bakery Estate 

Agent 
Convenience 

Store Newsagent Post 
Office Chemist Hairdressers Laundrette / 

Dry Cleaners 
Hot Food 
Takeaway 

21. Ham Green 7 3 Best One   Y  Y Y Y   

22. North Prospect 4 0 Premier   Y      Y 

23. Keyham 6 2 Co-Op   Y      Y 

24. Station Road 9 5 Co-Op   Y    Y Y  

25. Albert Road 49 17 Premier, 
Ladbrookes   Y    Y Y Y 

26. Marlborough Street 32 6 Co-Op Y  Y Y Y Y Y  Y 

27. Cumberland Street 11 3 Co-Op   Y Y  Y   Y 

28. George Street 2 0  Y      Y   

29. Union Street 7 1 Spar, Aldi Y  Y  Y    Y 

30. King Street 4 1 Premier    Y  Y   Y 

31. Stoke Village 49 6 Co-Op Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

32. Wolseley Road 17 0 Co-Op Y  Y Y  Y Y  Y 

33. Milehouse 6 1     Y  Y Y  Y 
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 Local Centre No of 
Units 

Vacant 
Units Key Retailers Bakery Estate 

Agent 
Convenience 

Store Newsagent Post 
Office Chemist Hairdressers Laundrette / 

Dry Cleaners 
Hot Food 
Takeaway 

34. Seagrave Road 5 0 Londis   Y    Y   

35. Peverell Park Road 9 1 Co-Op   Y    Y  Y 

36. Henders Corner 6 0 Boots  Y Y Y  Y Y   

37. Hyde Park Road 31 4 Threshers Y     Y Y Y Y 

38. West Hoe 8 0 Spar   Y Y Y Y Y   
Y 

39. Barbican  69 4 

Co-Op, RNLI, 
Edinburgh 
Woollen Mill, 
Subway 

Y Y Y Y Y    Y 

40. Pennycomequick 6 0 Premier   Y Y   Y   

41. Ebrington Street 45 5 
Tesco 
Express, 
Spar, Subway 

Y  Y   Y Y  Y 

42. Dale Road 5 0 Londis   Y    Y   

43. Higher Compton 11 0 Co-Op Y  Y Y Y  Y   

44. Eggbuckland 3 0  Y   Y   Y   

45. Delamere Road 4 1        Y  Y 

46 Efford 5 0 Co-Op Y  Y Y  Y   Y 
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 Local Centre No of 
Units 

Vacant 
Units Key Retailers Bakery Estate 

Agent 
Convenience 

Store Newsagent Post 
Office Chemist Hairdressers Laundrette / 

Dry Cleaners 
Hot Food 
Takeaway 

47. Leigham 5 0 
Leigham 
Convenience 
Stores 

  Y Y   Y  Y 

48. Stone Barton 7 3 Co-Op  Y Y    Y  Y 

49. Colebrook 15 2 Spar   Y    Y  Y 

50. Chaddlewood 7 0 Co-Op   Y   Y   Y 

51. Underwood  13 4 Londis   Y  Y  Y  Y 

52. Elburton 22 1 Co-Op Y Y Y  Y  Y  Y 

53. Hooe 6 0 Hooe 
MiniMarket   Y  Y    Y 

54. Oreston 5 0  Y   Y   Y   

55. Embankment Road 31 4 Co-Op, 
Betfred Y  Y    Y Y Y 

56. Beaumont Road 11 3 Co-Op   Y Y   Y   

57. Salisbury Road 11 2 Co-Op Y  Y   Y Y Y Y 

58. Lipson Vale 7 4          Y 



Appendix 5 – Local Centres Assessment  



Local Centres: Percentage of Vacant Units
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Local Centres: Number of Units
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